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The sudden failure of oil paper-il'lSulated current
transformers has become a problem of considerable
concern due to the cost of thl';aresulting destruction!
and danger to personnel. The aim of the dissertation
is. to determine the most suitable method of detecting
:lnc.i!Jientfaults in cUt'rent transformers, test this
method on an experimental current transformer, and
finally implement this technique in a ~ow c~st on-line
monitor. A 1J.to.l:aturesurvey inelicated that hydl:ogen
gas...in"'oi1 on-line lnonitox'ing would be the most
suitable teohnique.
In the design and testing of a hyArogen on-line
monitor, different types of hydrogen sensors were
evaluated. A re11o.ble, accurate and low cost hydrogen
sensor o.t the tim(.\ of investigation could not be.
obtained. Tho on-lin.e monitor employed a membrana to
separate the dissolved hydrogen jaG from tho oil. This
proved unreliable. A similat' commercial des.ign was
shown be temperature sensitive due to the similar
techllique used. Therefore a cheap and reliabll:'lon-line
monito~ using a membranl:'lhas not been found.
lJ,'heexperil1\Emts pl:'lrformodon th.e expl:'lrimentaJ.ourrent
transformer proved that tl:'lstil'lgfor hydrogl:'lngas in
the air spaoe above the oil is a rl:'lliabll:'lmethod fot'
dl:'lteotinqincipient faults. The mounting position of
the o11...1inl:'lmonitol: is c:ritioal. Standard. sampling
tins proved unrl:'lliablefor detormining thl:'lhydrogen
conoentration in the ail.
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1 INTRODOCTnm

The sudden f'-tilUl:eO;t oil paper insulated current
transformers has become a problem of considerable
concern. While the number of failures as a percentage
of the total number installed may not be high, the
failur e:; themsel ves are· disruptive to the system and
extre~ely hazardous. Chunks of porcelain can be flung
up to 100 rletres from the offer:ding transformer,
putting staff and equipment at considerable ris)c. In a
comp~ehensive study undertaken by the Tennesse Valley
Authority it was conclUded that the failu~es were the
result of "generic problems in insulation quality and
that the. system related conditions probably did not
contribute to the CT failures" [lJ. 11.1thoughnot yet
report.ed in the literature, experiences simil.ar to the
North American ones referrecl to in the references have
neen found in the Republic of south Africa. In support
of it, evidence which is being collected in the
Republic of South Africa does indicate that the
failures have only occurred in partioular types and.
designs of current transformers (2).

Research conducted by Reynders indicated that hYdrogen
and e~hane levels are an effective means of assessing
the ~ .,t of the partial dis;charge ageing (2]. A
p:.:oj.ect'VIas initiated by Prof. J,P. Reynders at.t.he
Univer.sity of the Witwate:csrand 1:.0 build a low cost.
hydrogen monitor for cUrrent transformers, and then
test this principle on an experimental tank. This
formed two natural aVenUes of research. The fir~t part
of the reSearch is to design and build a low cost
on~line monit.or. The second part involves testing the
principle of hydrogen gas-in-oil on-line monitoring,
using either the cn-liJ monitor built or an
alternative method.
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1.1 Preview of r.estof the dissertation

This MSc (ENG) dissertation has been rUvided into four
The first part is this document, Which is a
of the other three parts, appendixes A, Band
appendix has been written as a self-contained

parts.
summary
C. Each
document.

Chapter 2 giVes a short review of the different
msthods that can be used for on-line monitoring. This
is used to present a strohg case for using hydrogen
gas-in-oil :monitoring for detecting incipient faults,
as opposed to other methods. The previous work done on
hydrogen monitors is then srivsn.For more informaticm
see Appendix A.
The specific aima of the MSc(ENG) dissertation are
then listed.

Chapter 3
experimel1taJ.
Appendix B.

has a
apparatus

short description
'Used. This is

of all the
summary of

C~apter 4 first gives the background of the
eXperiments, and then in tUrn briefly describes eaoh
experiment. For oompl(ate information on these
experiments see APpendix c.
Finally the conclusions that can be made from these
results are presented and recom~endations for futu~e
work are given.

Appendix A consists of the l.iterature survey ..,hich
ascertains the cUrrent state of art in gas-in-oil
(GtO) analysi:s and on-line monitors. Appendix A should
prove invalui:l.ble to somebody who requires a
con'.I.:>rehensiVesummary of GIO analysis techniques for
transformers and on~line monitoring techni~ues.

Appendix
apparatus
appendix
resea:r:ch
apparatus
designed.

B consists of a description of all the
used to perform the experiments. This

will prove, useful for anybody continuing
into this fielo, and v , 1.1 be usinc- :.ne
already built, or im~roving on the a~ eus

2



Appendix c contains a description of all the
experiments performed. This apPendix will be of
pJ:'imClrrinterest to so:mebody continuing the research
or requiring the latest informat.ion. on the curJ:'ent
state of a.rtin gas-in-oil on-line techniques. Some at
the experimerl·cs also will be of interest to those
inVolved in general. gas-in-oil techniques.
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2.1 Failure in oil~filled current. transformors
The insulation system of a high voltaga currant
transformol:' must be dasigned to cope with hi9h
oloctrio fiald. This i{lldone by 9l:'adingthe field with
capacitive screens, and by usin9 a large body of paper
insulation whi,e:hneeds to be impregnated with minoral
oil. Areas of hi9h local stress can still occur at the
od90S of the capacitive screens. Because of the
localization of thOSe. fA'~'easof high stress, they do
not adversely af.:focttho oVerall insulation strength
and the current transformer will pass standard
over-voltage tests. Tho high localized stress will,
hoWever, cause partial c1iochargos, and the,associated
electro ...chomical actiVity will result in a Slow, hut
sustained,. (ieterioration of the insula:tion. The
situation can aloo be atJ9ravated if !n\pregnation with
tho oil is inadequate. Tho papo~ insulation around tho
high tension conductor is, depending on tho ~ervice
v<?ltagej tens of millimetres thick. Tho paper is
usually tightly woundand inadequate impregna,tion can
resUlt in low pressure voiliu at high field areas deep
'td thin tho insulation. Partial disohargos. will
commonCQat such a defect and causa slow deter:l.ox·atiQn
of the insulation.
A latent defoct. such as those diseucsod abovo maybo
dormant, in that, servico stress levels are not
adequato to eaUGOpartial discharqos. However, a
temporary over...vo).tngomayinitiat~ dischargll activity
at the site whiohwill then bo maintainod at oervico
voltagm~.
Partial discharge activity causes decompooiti:m of tht..l
oil and the paper f and in this way releases
hydrocmroon gasos which ate aboorbed in tho oil.
Partinl disoharge activity Oan thorofare be monitored
by convontionul olectrical detection ID(lthodotor hy
monitoring tho gases which art! dissolved in tho 03.,1.

4



overview of the current methods to check
incipiont faults
Partial dischargo measurement

The broakdown of high voltage solid insulation in
sorvice by 0100trio 'l~l';;;cdngor tl.acking is preceded by
a period of omission of partial discharge pulses.
Thol':o are a number of standard laboratol:Y mathods for
measuring partial ditHJharga activity in transfol:mars.
In tho past nearly all such diagnostic tosting
roquirod costly temporary removal of the equipment
from oerv!ca, Partial discharqQ tooting done during
normal operation was considered impossible duo to the
interferenoe from the much greatcll~'t:3lact:dcalnoi~je
signals eaused by the power line ca:r:r:l.er,rad3.o
stations, transmission lina corona, breaker
operations, eto.[4j 1I.1so,for some inSUlation systems,
the t1nlO lJett-tcenthe o11oet of dotactaJ:Jla partial
diacb.urge und C'iutuntro!)llicfailure coulc,lPO too short
for the eondition to bo detected by a praotical
economic 1.'e1:3.od1otest~procodures. P J
A l~ault Anticipator for Substation Bquipment (FASE)
system llas boon developed. that can d.etoct and identify
a part1u1 dischargo in a noisy substation
CmVirt:ll'lmant.t4J Ferrite cores, \qhh::haro sensitive to
partial dischargo pulses, uro placod around tho 9round
lends of the curront transformero. The outputs are
connectod to a common controller whioh recordS tho
partial clischargo pulses and their direeti TIt Noise
pulseo on the syotem bus will bo picked up at all the
ourrent transformers und thus rejected. However if one
current transformer conSistently produees a pu10<,\of
opposite polarity to that from all the current
transformers, it io identified as be.i.ngin trouble.
unfortuna.tely this technique is only suitable for
ctll:rent transformero connno'tau to n common buo. Tho,
time interval batweell pnrtJ.al discharge 01'100t and
f~liluro may vary from a faw mimlbcs to thousands of
hours, depending- on tho looal stross enhancoment, and
the nature of tho, insulating system. (41 Also mora
important,),y, thero io no direct relationsh.ip bet.ween
the r10:l.n9'partial uischarqe activity nml insulation
deterioration.



The experiments perform~d at the CSIR indicate that
while the hydrogen level in a current transformer
continued to rise due t:o a fault! the partial
discharge ac..tivity remained .relativelyccnsbanb , [2]

Ac:()usticaltechniques
The ageing of electrical inSUlation material is
connected ",it.hstructural degradation and molecular
changes. The energy content varies and bes.idesquantum
emission also phonon excitation and propagation
occurs. partial discharges will resul.t in acoustical
emiSSion. Oepending on the amount Of disengaged energy
a sound detection is possible. An acoustical analyser
has been built that can automatically distinguish
between hot spots in s~lid and liquid insulation,
partial discharges, mechanical crack initiation and
propagation.
But fUrther inveEl'cigationswill have to be carri.ed out
in order to find solutions for analysing
superpositions of two or more sOurces with different
intensities.[S) Because this technique is still in its
infancy, its usefulness for on...line lltonitorinq is
still limited.

Power factor measuroment
The power factor of Glectrical in,sulationhas }:men
recognized as a 9'ood indicator Of its quality and
future serviceability. Almost any form of d~~radation
of tho insulation will, sooner or later, increase its
power factor. A COl\Ullonpractice in the industry has
boen to periodically take the eqUipment out of
service, and measure its power factor and capacitance.
Recently a microcomputer bas~d ap~~ratus has boen
developed which monitors power factor and capacitance
continuously, with tho transformer on-line. Initial
tests done on current transformers indicate that it
provides an indication of a possible incipient ft\l.,lt.
Further testing still has to be done to confirm that a
rl.sl.ngpower factor is a definite indication of an
incipient fo.ult.



The first limiting factor with this method is that the
apparatus only works on transformers with a
capacf ta1"1Ce tap. (6J Secol'1dly,power factor measurement
is a bulk phenomenon. Power factor change due to
localized disoharges could bo obscured by the overall
measurement. This is supported by the work done by
Reynders and Meal. While a rising hydrogen
concentration indicated ·a fault in a current
tt.~nsformer, the power factor remained relatively
constant, though it was high. [2J

High performance Liquid Chromatography
techni'1ue'.

Recently so. "t\ ,afc,rmers have failed due to slight
OVerheating ~t 110 ~ 120 degree.e centigrade.
Gas analYs~ ,le::-entiatebatween that and
genet'al oxir)......, High Performance Liquict
chrofitfl.togra],:lhy a,e been used to separate
hydroca.:t')Jcn\. pou)';·.... lod e&01u91voly by thermal
degradation of Pl;'(I?""t'nt :"~nlperaturesfrom as loW as
110 degrees centigrade. ":1:'1'. pre~ence of furfuraldehydc
has shown positive corre.l~tiallto inoreases in patel:
insulation overheating.
High Perforll,anco Liquid Chromatography analYlds lacks
the eensitivity of Gas-in-Oil analysis. Also building
a silllPl.e.and cost-effective on-line :monitor based On
HPLC techniques \/111 be impossihle with the present
state of art. It remains a soph.isticated lo.borat.ory
technique. (7J

Gas-in~oil analysis
Gas-in-oil analysis as opposed to the other techniquQs
is well proven and reliable in d.et·ermlning t.he
oondition of the insulation. For the.complet.e range of
temperature faults I the transformer oil will deeompose
to its oonst.ituent molecules, slowly for low
temperat.ure faults (overheatiml) ana rapidly for high
temperature faults (arcing).

7



1... chemical
gas wil.l
quantities
level is
fault. [8J
potential

model of this reaction shows that hydrogen
be produced by all the faults, and in larger
than the other faults. Rising hydrogen

an exne11ent indication of an incipient
By checlting only fOl' hydrogen gas I the

cost of the instrument can be kept down.
Note Soe Appendix A for the complete literatur~
SUl::'veyto support hydrogen gas-Ln..oi1 monitoring.

2.3 Review of the previous work
The first hyorogon monitor \'lasdeveloped by H:i.tachi.
It used a membra ;0 separate the dissolved hydrogen
ga$ from the oil. Reported results are encouraging.
ana problem with the design was that the hydrogen
concontration was only measured every n heurs!(9) A
fault C:ould easily develop in this timo, and not be
dll>'acted.by the apparatus before the tr(';U'1sformor
r;l ,leel. This monitor also has not been availuble for
IJurchl;l.Seto the best of the my knowlodge.
A hydrogen monitor (product name omitted
intentionally) is available commercially at a cost of
approximately R40 000 in 8.A. This is far too
expensive for '(IIide usage 011 crs , The cost of current
transformers start at approx.i.matelY R8 000. One
problem with the commercial on-linG monitor is that
alarms can. only }.;)osot for absolute readings. Due to
the varying amOUl1.tsof gao no:1t.lnallyproscnt in the
transformers, an alarm could be triggered for a
transfo~mer that is operating satisfactorily. It is
better to triggor an alarm on a large rate of incl;'easa
of tho hydrogen gas concentration in the oil.



2.4 Specific aims of the MSc(~G) study
The aims of the MSc(ENG) study are divided into two
separate aVeh\lesfor research.
The aims of the study related to designing and
building a low :.oston-line monitor are
'1.. Obtain and
on-line monitor.
2. Obtain a
monitor.
3. Design and build the electronics for the on-line
monitor.
4. Design and build a suitable enclosure.

test suitable hydrogen se~*?rS for the
suitable membrane for the on-line

The aims of the study related to testing the principle
of the on-line monitor are :
1. Build an experimental tank that ,.,ouldallow the
on-line moni.torto be tested.
2! Note the response of the m"nitor to faults i.nthe
oil.
3. Use the on-line monitor or other means to
ascertain whether the position at which the on-line
monitor is bolted on, affects t.heresults.

9



3 TEST FACILITY A.NP THE EXPERIl.:ffiNTAL AP.1?AnATUS

3.1 General requirements
The overall aim of the project was to build a low cost
hydrogen G.I.O. (Gas-in~oil) on-line monitor, and use
that, or some other means~ to test the prinoiple of
hYdrogen gas-in"'oilmonitoring.
This oalled for 3 distinct apparatus : an experimental
tank, an on....line monitor, and some form of datalogging
faoility.
':Cheexperimental tank Was designed to allow on-line
monitors to monitor the hydrogen concentration in a
controlled experiment. The tank allows different
on~line monitors to be bolted on at various positions.
A hydrogen sensor can also be bolted in the air space
above the oil. Partial discharqe and arcing can be
induoed in the oil at various heights. Alternatively,
hydrogen gas can be directly injectad :I.ntothe oil.
The on-line monitor was built using a permeable
membrane to separate the dissolved hydrogen gas from
the oil. Hydrogen gas dissolved ill the oil will
diffuse through the membrane, and be detected with a
resistive element hydrogen sensor.
When the project WftS initiated, it was envisaged that
the detalogging side would be a large portion of the
work. A prototype datalogger was built around. a
commercially available microprocessor board. A
self-contained microprocessor board was then designed.
At this sta9~~ it became clear that the problems
associated with the actual G).I.O.monitor.inqwere
more important. ':Chsfinal product was therefore not
implemented. The experiments were completed using a
commercial dataloqger.

10



Initially standard sample tins '{lereused to take oil
samples from t.he experimental tank. l?roblems were
encountered with the reliability of this method :eor
the hydrogen gas. ~he hydrogen gas would dissolve into
the air bubbles in th-asample tin, which subsequently
was lost when the sample tin was opened. ~o eliminate
any pOsDible errors due to the sampling technique, two
gas~tight syringes were used for the rest of the
expel::i.ments.
At a later stage a more accurate hydrogen ~ensort fuel
cell hydrogen sensor, was obtained. ~his was used to
monitor the hydrogen gas level in the air space above
the oil in the experimental tank.
The gas-tight calibration chamber was built to
calibrate the sensors and test the commercial hydrogen
monitor.
Seo figure 3.1 for the complete bloc}cdiagram of the
experimental setup. See figure 3.2 for a photo of
the complete experimental setup.

3.2 ~xperimental Tank

Tho tank consists of 11ports to which on..line monitors
are bolted on at differen'c heights. The fuel cell
hydl:'ogen sensor can be bolted to the bottom o·fthe top
lid. This allows the hydroge.nconcentration in the ail:'
space above the oil to p~ monitored.
A part:i.al disoharge or arc can PO oreated in tho oil
to simulate a fault~.This can be done at any desired
height in the oil. r.t'heamount of partial disCharge or
al:'cingcan be monitored on the partial discharge
mon!tor. For luoreacourace studies I the apparatus was
modified to al.lo,'la direot injection of a known amount
o~ hydrogen gas into the oil.
See figure 3.2 for a photo of the tank, and figure
3.3 for the diagram of the tank.

11



Experimental Tank

Table ........~ o ..50kV voltage

Figure 3.1 Block di~gram of the complete
e.'\CPerime.nt~lse.t-up
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Figure 3.2 Photo of the complete experimental setup
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3.3 llydrogF.lnGas-in-oil Monitor

The pasic principle of operation is that the gases
dissolVed in the oil will diffuse through the membrane
into the gas chamber. Once eguiJ.ibrium is reached, the
ratio between the concentration of hydrogen in the
oil, and in the gas chamber will be equel, to the
ostwald solub.l.litycoe.ff.i.cientfor hydrogen. Therefore
the reading from the resistive element hydrogen sensor
should be. proportional to the concentration of the
hydrogen gas in the oil.
See figure 3.4 for a cross-section of the c . line
monitor, figure 1.5 for a photo of the assemblecl
monitor.
The electronics convert the si'~nals from the hydrogen
sensor and the temperature ben~or into 4-20mA outputs.
See fiqure 3.6 for a block circuit diagram.

3.4 Gas-tight Oalibration Chamber

A gas...tight chamber had to be constructed to calibrate
the resistive element hydrogen sensors.
To increase the ve.rsat.ility of the chamber I ·the
chamber has a port, the eXi'l.ctsame size as one of the
ports on the experimental tank. one of the aluminiu~\l
flanges USElO on the tank, is bolteo to this part. This
arrangement allows the fl.lelcell hydrogen aenscir to be
screWeo Lntio this port, or via an adapter, t.he
commercial hydrogen monitor. If this feature is not
used, the port can blocked off with one of the brass
plugs. The fuel cell hydrogon sensor is bolted onto
the port,. and the resistive element hydrogen sensors
are inside.

The chamber also can be filled with oil, Lrrco 'which
hydrogen ~~S can be injecteo. A magnetic stirrer is
used to lUJ.i\ the hydrogen gas and the oiL

See figure
chamber.

3.7 for a photo of the calibration

15



l"iguro :3. 4 CroGGocction diagram of tho hydrQgon
on...lino monitor
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Figure 3.5 Photo of tho assclnbled on"'line ll\ol'li:to't'
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Figuxe 3.7 Photo of tho ~as-ti9ht culibration
cha.mbor
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4.1 Background
A b~ie£ description of the background of the
experiments will be given. This allows the reader.to
understand why some of the experiments \-lereperformed..
Two hydr.ogen sensors were obtained. 'rhe fuel cel.l
hydrogen is an expensive pre-calibrated and
self-oontained unit. The resistive element hydrogen
senso~ is cheap, but un-calib~ated. It was anticipated
that the ~esistive element hyc1~ogensensor would be
used in a cheap on-line monito~.
In the fi~st experiment, both senso~s were mounted in
the air space of the experimen.taltank. This allowed a
direct comparison between the two sensors.
oil samples wore taken for laboratory analysis on a
gas chromatograph, as a roference. The results
indicated that there were possible problems with the
s~mpling method for hydrogen gaS. The hydrogen gas
would escape out of the sample tins when they were
opened. Gas""tight syringes were ol:cieredthat would
provide :more accurate sampling results. The oil would
be injected into the gas chromatograph without direot
contact with the air.
In the second e~periment, the on~line monitor WQS
tested on the tank. The results were negative. To
check \'lhetherthe problem lay with the on...line monitor
01:' the experimental set",up.1the commercial hydrogen
monitor was used. Similar results were found. Thia
indiCated a problem with the experimental set-up or
both the on-line monitors.
At this stage it was decided to calibrate the
resistive oleltlenthydrogen sensors morC! accurately
than in taxperiment1. ThQ gas-tight chamber was built.
A known amount of hydrogen gas could he injected into
the chamber and the output from the resistive element
hydrogen sensors monitored. This forms the hasis for
expOl::iltlOHt3.

20



The gas-tight chamber was designed so that the on-line
monitors could ,be tested on it. Due to the negative
results from expend.ment 2, the commercial on-line
hydrogen monitor was tested on the gas-tight chamber.
The results for this experiment 4, indicated that the
commercial hydrogen monitor is sensitive to external
conditions. ~ecause the deSigned on-line monitor is
based on the same principle, it was decided to halt
the development of the on....line monitor / and rather use
the gas-tight syringes to complete the rest of the
experiments,
At this stage the fUel cell hydrogen senSor became
poisoned. The fuel cell was replaced, ,but
unfortunately was uncalibrated. The fuel cell hydrogen
sensor and the resistive element hydrogen sensor was
retested. See experiment 5. This allcwed a direot
comparison of the two different technologies.
For experiment $, the tank WaS modified to allow oil
sa:mples to be taken USing the gas-tight ~yringes.
Hytlrogen gAS can also be injec:rtedinto t.h,etank using
a,gas...tight syringe.

4 ..2 l~periment 1

See Chapter 2, page 5, of Appendi~ C for mQre
information.

PurpOse
wime response and comparison between the fuel cell
hydrogen sensor and the resistive element hydrogen
sensors in the air space above the oil in the
experimelltaltank.

l'tethod
'lIne experitllentaltank is filled to 3/4 of H:s height
with 0:1.1. The fuel cell hydrogen sensor is bolt~ldto
the bottom of the t.op lid. The resistive element
hydrogen sensor is bolted to the top port. The rest Of
the tank is sealed.
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Arcing of various time lengths was induced in the
bottom of the tank. 'the output from the fuel cell
hydrogen sensor and the resistive element hydrogen
sensor was monitored using a datalogger. Oil samples
from the bottom of the tank was taken aft:era few
hours from the start of the arcing.

Results and conclusions
1. 'the fuel cell hydrogen sensor responds to a fault
in the bottom of the tank within 1 minute, and reaches
a steady reading within 15 minutes. See figure 2.1,
page 9, of Appendix c.
2. 'the resistive element hydrogen sensor responds to
a fault in the bottom of the tank withj,n 2 minutes,
and reaches a steady reading within 20 minutes. See
figure 2.2, page 10, of Appendix C.
3. Assuming the fuel cell hydrogen sensor is
acourate, the resistive element hydrogen sensor
response is not linear. There is also a spread in the
r~adin9. There is approximately a maximum of a 125ppm
spread for any particular voltage reading. See figure
2.3, page 13, of Appendix c.
4. The hydrogen concentration in the air space is not
proportional to the hydrogen concentration in the oil,
but is proportional to the acetylene concentration in
the bottom of the oil. The acotylene dissolves
relatively easy in the oil compared to the hydrogen.
When an oil sample is taken, :l.fthe sampling 'tinis
not perfectly sealed, the hydrogen will eScape. I
believe that unreliable sampling techniques account;
for the erratio results for hydrogen concentration in
the oil. See figure 2.4, page 15, of Appendix c.
5. The hydrogon concentration in the air space is
proportional to the duration of the faUlt. See figure
2.5, page 17, of Appendix c.
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4 ..3 Experiment 2

see Chapter 3, paqe 20, of Appendix C for more
infortt\atio~.

Purpose
Tests, in contact with oil body in the experimental
tank, with on-line monitor and the commercial hydrogen
monitor.
4.3.2 Method
The experimental tank was filled to 4/$ the of its
height t.fithoil. The on"'1inemonitor was bolted.to the
top port, and was in contact with the oil. Arcing \o1aS
induced in the bottom of the tank. The commercial
on-line monitor was then bolted to the top port and
the test repeated.
The tank waS then filled to the top with oil and the
tests repeated.

Results and oonolusions
1. Both the on-lin~ monitor and the commercial
hydrogen monitor indioated that the no dissolved
hydrogen gas has been aetected at the enas of the
ports. Either both the on~line monitor and the
oommercial hydrogen monitor were not operating
correctly, or the hydrogen in the oil Was not reaching
the ends of the ports. Since both monitors were not
operating correctly, it was suspected that the
hydrogen was not reaching the ends of the ports.

4.4 Experiment 3

See Chapter 4, page 23, of Appendix C for more
information.

'Put'pose
Calibration of the resistive element hydrogen sensors.
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Method
Three resistive element hydrogeh
in the gas-tight calibration
concentrations of hydrogeh gas was
chamber. The results were monitored

sensors were sealed
chamber. various

introduced into the
on a datalogger.

Results and conclusions
1. Resistive element hydrogen sensor 1 and resistive
elemeht hydrogen sehsor 2 show good repeatibilty for
all the tests, except for test 4. In the fourth test
the readings are totally different. The s.ensorswere
cold at this stage. This implies that the sensors are
accurate only if the sensors are allowed to reach an
equilibrium temperature. See figUre 4.1, page 2G, of
Appendix c.
2. The l::epeatibiltyof resistive eJ.all\enthydrogen
sensor 3 is poor for a 500ppm concentration of
hydrogen. Sensor 1 and 2 were new sensors ~hen the
above tests were performeelon them. SenSOl::S had been
U$ad approximately for a year before this. This
implies that the accuracy of the resistive element
hydrogen sensors possibly deteriorate as they age. See
figure 4.3, page 32, of .Appendixc.
3. To compare the three sensors, the differences in
the minimum output voltage for each senSOr at the two
diffe);.'entconcentrations are taken. For sensor 1 this
is 1.5 volts, for sensor 2 this is 0.75 Volts and for
sensor 3 this is 2.3 volts. This implies that there is
no consistent absolute accuracy for the sensors. This
implies 'tha.t.the sensors will have to be individually
calibrated for each application. See figure 4.7, page
34, of ~ppendix c.
4. In all the results the sensor readings rea.cheda
mini,mum voltaga after a minute or tylO,after which the
J;'eadingsslowly increased. Unfortunately it can not be
ascertained from this experimentt whether this is part
of the sensor response, or: if the actual hydrogen
concol'l.trationc1.ocreases.
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4.5 Experiment 4

See Chapter 5, page 37, of Appendix C for more.
information.

4.5.1 Purpose

Laboratory tests on the performance of the commercial
hydrogen monitor.

4.5.2 Met.hod

The commercial hydroge:l monitor was bolted to the
gas-tight chamber. Various amounts of hydrogen gas was
injected into the chamber. For first tests, no oil was
present in the container. In the final tests the
chamber was filled with oil. Air bubbles also were
introduced into the chanber, the response of the
commercial hydrogen monitor noted.
The. commercial hydrogen monitor's response to
temperature change also was .noted.

Results and conclusions

1. The commel:cial hydrogen monitor Is repeatibility is
good, but tho absolute accuracy was poo:t:,overread by
app:t:o:dmate.ly100%. This implies that either this
particular commercial hyd:t:ogen monitor is inaccurate
and requires proper laboratory calibration, or the
ostwald coefficient value used is wrong. See figure
5.2, page 42, of Appendix c.
2. The commercial
temperature sensitive.

monitor is very

3. The commercial hydrogen monitor
sensitive to the presence of air bubbles.

reading is

-4.6 Experililent 5

See chapter 6, page 44, of Appendix C for more
information.
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4.6.1 purpose

Calibration of the fuel cell 1,}"1t' ..1gen and );"esistive
element hydrogen sensor using the y••s-tight chamber.

4.6.2 Method

The 3 resistive element hydrogen sensoYs were sealed
in the gas-tight cham'Per. The fuel ~eJ.l hydrogen
sensor was bolted to a port on the ohamber. Various
quantities of hydrogen gas were injel.!ted into the
chamcez-, The o1.ttput~ from the sensors toterereoorded
with the datalogger.

Results and conclusions

1.. The resistive element hydroge.n sensors will have
be individually cali'Prated. The results for the
resistive element hydrogen sensors are similar to
~xperiment 3. See figure 6.2, p~ge 50, of Appendix C.

2. The repaired fuel oeU hydrogen s.ensor was
i~aoourate. See figure 6.4, page 52, of Appendix c.

4.7 Experiment 6

See Chapter 7, page 53, of APpen<::1ixC for more
information.

purpose

Dissolveo. hydrogen gas ooncentration in the oil at the
various ports.

4.7.2 Method

Hydrogen gas was injected into the bottom port using a
gas...tight syringe. 't'hehydrogen gas concentration was
monitored in the air space above the oil using the
fuel oell hydrogen sensor. The experiment was left for
24 hours so that the hydrogen gas could dissolve
through the oil. TWo oil samples were taken from the
same port 1.\si09the gas-tight syringes.
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Results and conclusions

1. From all the tests, the acetylene concentration
was approximately the same. This indicated consistency
in the gas-in-oil analysis.

2. The results indicate that dissolvod hydrogen gas
was not reaohing.the end of the ports.

3. When pipes were used t. lt allowed the oil in the
middle of the tank to be sampledi no conclusive
resultS') ,;:ouldbe drat-Tnabout the effect of the height
on the sampling results.

4.8 Field trials of the commercial hydrogen
monitor

The commercial hydrogen monitor has been used by ESKOM
on gassing· transformers to monitor the hydrogen
concentration levels. See figure 4.1 for ·he
commercial monitor readings versus time.,The l.·eadin~
have been averaged out. '.t'hegraph shows a period r: ...
4.5 days. Note how the readings drop at 00:20 hours,
midnight, and reach a peak at approximately 1.2:00
hours, midday. The graph clearly shows that the
commercial hydrogen m?nitor is showing a maximum
reading when the ambient t~mperature is the highest,
and a minimum reading wnen tne temperature is thc
lowest.
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(Itildcl) NOIJ..V8.LNElSNOO SV0

Figure <4" 1 Avorago connnercial llydrC>gt!lnlnonitor
readings versus time
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5 CONCLUSIONSAND nECOMMENDA~IONS

The conolusions and recommendations are divided into
two parts those ~onclusions pertainin~ to tho
feasibility of manu.facturing a low cost hydrclgen
on-·line monitor I and those conclusions that deal with
tho validity of the UndCl:'lyingprinciple of operation.

5..1 Low east hydrogen on-line monitor

5.1.1 Hydrogen sensors

Conclusions

1. Comparing the fuel cell hy!rogen sensor and tho
resistive clement hydrogen sensor

Tho fuel 0'011 llydrog<m aenacr is oxpensivo at R3000
whilo the resistivc o101nonthydroqcn sensor is cheap
at. R130 • ~he fucl coll used by tho fuel <:lell ltydl"og,3n
sensor has to );)ereplaced at a. CC'~]t of: R1000.
The fuel cell has a lifetinle of appro"imately 3 years
While the resistive element hydrogen sensor is
supposed to have an unlimited lifetime.
IJ:'he fuel cell hydr\'l9~n sennol.' is supposed to be
approximately 5SSaccuratc, \1hile '1::11eresistiVe element
hycb:ogen sensor in totnlly inaccurute. 1\:ac1\resistivCl
C10i\\i.lnt hydrogen sensor will havo to be individually
calibrated before l.l0e, and probably yearly thereaftot'.
~h~ fuel cell hydrogen sensor is stahle with
tOluperntut'e and till\C, While the resistive element
hydrol)en sonsor is totully inaceurato if the
e~uilihrium temperature is not reached.
The fuel cell hydrogen sensor hus a built in 4 .. 20 mA
loop I and therefore requires no f.tignal cond! tioning
electronics. U.'hc rosisti v« element hyarogon senscra
re~uire signal conditioning oloctronics for converting
the output of th.e cell to a 4 .. 20 rnAloop. ~ho
eleet:r:onies "rill cost approximately R200.



2. Both sensors are therefore nat suitable for a low
cost hydrogen monitor «RoOOO). The initial price of
the fuel cell hydrogen sensor is high, and requires
expensive fuel cell replacements every 3 years. The
resistive element hydrogen senso~ ~equires laboratory
calibration approximately every year.
The cost in man-hours could be prohibitive if the
monitor is far in .the field. ,Assuming that the monitor
requires 2 hours for removing from the transformer, 2
hours for laboratory calibration, and 2 hours for
installing, the cost would be approximately 6 x R50 ::::
R300 + Cour~.er service from the local.region to E. I
and back. Note that this cost could easily e~,ceedthe
cost of replacing the fuel cell hydrogen sensor
sensor, if the fuel cell hydrogen sensor is used.
3. If the cost at' the on-line mOnitor is less of a
consideration, the fuel cell hydrogen sensor is the
best choice. The resistive element hydrogen sensor is
not suitable for accurate measurements, and will only
):)e suitable fOr a go I no..go type Of lnonitor.
Unfareunately this type of monitor is not st,lita):)lefor
reliable on-line monitoring. A monitor must rather
give an alarm for an user selecta):)leincrease in the
hydrogen concentration over a certain time. Depending
on the design of the monitor, using the fuel cell
hydrogen sensor has the potential of requiring no
caJ.ibration prior and dUring use on the transformer.
This implies that local :manufactUre of the instl..umetlt
is feasible.
Recommendations
1. A number of :fu~lcell hydrogen sensors should be
obtained, and evaluated for accuracy and repeatibilty.
2. If the fuel cell hydrogen sensor conforms to the
manufaoturerts specifications, it should be USed for
futUre designs rather than the resistive element
hydrogen senaor ,
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5.1.2 Z,iembrane separation of the dissolved hydrogen
gas from the 011

conclusions
1. using a membrane to separate the dissolv~d hydrogs11
gas from the oil has a number of disadvantages. T.hel'..'9
are two methods of using the membrane. The one method
is to allow the hydrogen gas dissolved in the oil to
reach equilibrium with the hydrogen (jas in the gas
ohamber on the other side of the membrane. This was
the method used in the hydrogen monitor designed by
Hitachi. The problem with this method is that the time
taken to reach equilibrium is inordinately long - 72
hours in the oase of the l1itaohl on"'lin9monitor.
The other method is to use the membra11e in such a ''lay
that tho hy.c1rogen gas that diffuses throu<;th the.
membrane is less than the hyc11:.'ogen(jasused up by the
senSOr. This is the methoc1 used. by the oommercial
hydrogen n\onitor. '1'hisimplies that the sensor reo.ding
i~ propor'l~ional to the rate of diffusion.f whioh in
tUrn is proportional to the quantity of dissolved
hydro(jen.
This method is very temperature sensitivot beoause the.
l:'ate of diffusion has an eXponential ril:>e for a
temperature rise.
2. It is very difficult to vbtain suitable membranes
in S. A. Eventually tho ntembrane usotl J,n the clesi<;tned
on-line monitor was specially 111anufactured by
Engineering Investigations Applied Chemistry
department. tJnfortunatfl'llythe oonsistency between the
differe.nt membranes made oannot bo guaranteed. The
final on"1ino monitor will still :\:equiroa standard
commercial membrane for easy manufacture,
3. 'l'hemembral1C!lhas to be in contact with moving oil.
The eXperil\\entalresults cleo.r:lysho,.,that no reliable
reSlllta can be. obtained from the on....line monitor if
tho. monitor is bolted to a port a Si\\~lll distanoe from
tho oil body.
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Recommendations
1. Alternative lnethods
hydrogen gas from the
on-line monitor designs.

for separating the dissolved
oil should be used for future

2. This method must also
deep in the transformer
monitoring.

be a,bJ.eto sa,mplethe oil
for accurate on-line

5.2 Hydrogen on-line monitoring
5.2•1 Mordtoring the hydrogen concentration in the

air space of a,transformer
conclusions
1. This would be the ideal way of on-line monitoring
of current tra)'lsformers.All the experiments performed
Showed fast. and consistent inoreases in the nydroS1en
conoentration in the air space of tl:leexperimental
t~ink. This method would be also oheap, because no
apparatus is required for removing the dissolved.
hydrogen gas from the oil. Unfortunately this method
cnnnot be implemented due to Safety considerations. No
ll\c)di£icationsoan be made to the high voltage side of
the ourrent transformers. Also no loaas can he taken
£l~om the hi9h vOltage.side to ground level. The only
way that this mothod can be implomented, is if the
hydrogen monito~ is designed into tho currant
transformers at lllanufacture.
2. This method could be implemented on high voltage
t.ransformers. While not possessing' tho prob).otl\s
associated wit.h current transformers, more rosearch
will have be conducted..If this does \'/ork,this would
be a very cheap method of monitoring high voltage
transformers.
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Recommendations
1. Tests should be conducted on the high voltage
transformers to ascertain whether this method is
suitable for on-line monitoring. This will require an
accurate on-line monitor to Compare the hydrogen
concentration illthe oil to the hydrogen concentration
in the air space.

5.2.2 oil sampling techniques
conclusions
1. Large problems Were encountered in taking reliable
oil samples for hYdrogen gas concentration. Acetylene,
and to a lesser degree the c-therhydrocarbon gases,
are not very sensitive to the sampling method.
2. The gael-tight sy:dnges prOVed reliable for oil
sa.mpling. Unfortunately their cost , approximately
R550, rules out thtlpossibility of us:}.ngthe syringes
fQr general. oil sa.mpling.The tin sample vessels used
are probably stHl the most cost effective method for
general sampling. But the hydrogen gas level should
no'!::be used to assess the condition of the
tranSformer. Acetylene is the best gas to check for,
but will not indicate increases in partial discharge
and other low level faUlts.
3. If any oil samples are taken, it is most important
that there are no air bubble:;:in the oil. This applies
equally to using the gas-tight syringes as to \.lsin<;1
the stana.ard silmple tins. 'l'hehydrocarbon ga.ses
dissolved in the oil, to varying degrees diffuses into
any air bubbles i11the oil. :Forexample I ll\ostof the
acetylene will lJtay in the oil, while most of the
hydrogen gas will diffuse into the air bubbles.
Re~,:omn\endations
1. An experiment should be set up to quantify ~he
erro)::sdue to using the stantlardsample vesselS for
the various gases.
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2. This must;be repeated using the gas-tight syringes
to quantify the error in using the syringes. If the
results are positive, the syringes could be used
possibly used for strategic transformers suspeoted of
partial discharge aotivity.
3. No air bubbles must be present in the sample
vessels.
5.2.•3 Commercial hydrogen monitor
Conclusions
1. The particular commercial hydrogen monitor that was
tested was inaccurate, despite electronic .,alihration
prior to the experiments.
2. The commeroial hYdrogen monitor is very temperature
sensitive. This was confirmed by the commercial
hydrogen ~nnitor reading on an actual transformer in
the field.
3. The commercial hydrogen monitor is sensitive to any
air bubbles in the oil Ln contact with the membrane ..
4. The commercial hydrogen monitor must be in contact
with the main oil body or in the stream of the oil
flow for reliahle measuremen't;s.The manUfacturers
t"r!conlmEmdationson this musb be followed.
5. The cost of the commercial hydrogen It onitor
precludes wieleusage 01'1curre1'1ttra1'1sformers.
Recommenelations
1. A number of conlmercialhydrogen monitors should be
tes'ted for accuracy using an accurate mixture of
hYdrogen gas and oil.
2•. If th4~ monitor is Used on power transrormers, the
resul.ts must take into account temperat.urevariations
to prevent false alarms.
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5.2.4 Effect of the position at which the monitor
is bolted on the transformer

conclusions
1. The results indicate that no dissolved hydrogen gas
reaches the ends of the ports.
:Recommendations
1. The on~line monitor must not be bolted on to a
transformer via a port. It should be in.direct contact
with the main body of the oil.
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1 INTnOOUCTION

'I'his appendix. consists Of the literatur.e s\.\rvay"/hich
ascertains the cur:r:entstate-of-the-art in gas-in-oil
analysis and on-Une monitors.
This appendix has been
docum~ntl therefore an
inr!luded.

writtt:..'as a self"'contained
index and bibliography is

This
requires
techniques
techniques.

document should prove invaluable to somebodY who
a comprehensive summary of GIO analysis
for transformers and on-line monitoring

The appendix is divided into the following sections ;
Chapter 2 provides some background information on why
gas-in-oil analysis is currently the proven method for
assessing the condition of the insulation in
transformers.
Because the MSc(ENG) is directed strongly towards a
gas"in-oil on-line monitor, extensive infot'mation is
provi(;led in Chapter 3 on gas"'il'l'''oilanalys.i.s.This
includes the theoretical backgro~nd, the actual metho1
of using itl and th~ various methods of interpreting'
the results.
Chapter .<1 provides information on High l?arformance
Liquitl Chromatography which promisEls to be. vary
im~)o'rtant in the future for di~9nosin9 insulation
tlateriQration.
Chapter 5 provitle'ila summary of some of tha currant
approache,:.;to 00..1:1ne gas...in..oil monitors.
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2 BACKGROUNDINFORMATIONON CONDITION
MonITOnING OF TRANSFORMERS

The first commercial transformers for thf.1transmission
of electricity, Stanley transformers, were air-cooled.
Soon after their introduction, George Westinghouse
(founder of the Westinghouse Company) inut\ersedthe
entire transformer in a tank of oil and spaced the
laminations: in the core so that the oil could
circ:ul@te by convection among them. The oil
contributes to the dielectric. st:t:engthof the
tran~formel:'t provides efficient cooling, protects
tran.sformel:' core and coil assembly from chemioal
attack, and pJ:evel'ltsbuilclupof sludge. (1)
Over the years, prog:t:esslvely:more stress has been
placed on successively loss oil for compara.ble
transformer rating'S.See table 2.1. (2)

Table 2w2 Typical oil oontent according to the
transformer design period

1915 7.6
1930 3.B
1945 1.9
1960 1.3
1977 0.5

Insulation j,n tho weakest link in a transformer and
thl;loil :l.a an integraJ. part of the inSUlation system"
Thot'll.d:orcthe oondition of the inaulatioll ean be
chocked by nnalysing the oil. The most eo~~on motnods
Of checking the oil are q tes.ting the general
condition of the oil, ana.'lysint;rthe oil for dissolved
hydro~arbon gases I and analysing the oil. fl!ll.' hop-vial'."
S\,lSPOlldod hydrooarbon components.

Tho American society for Teoting and Materials (ASTM)
list.a 30 tt:ots in publication D1l7 of which the moot
important .are.liotod in tabla 2..2. (2]



Table 2.2 Eight most impoltant ASTM tests for in
service transformer oil

Dielectric brea]:down Free water in oil
strength

Neutt.'albaticm
number

Acid in oil

Interfacial tension Sludge in oil
Colour Marl-;;edchange indicates problem
specific g-ravity Check for contamInants
Opacity CloUdiness ill1p1ioscontamination

Sediment indicates deterioration
Powor factor Indicato:

0):;' t;;ont...n
lsonce of o~idation
.i.cn

Unfortunately nono of the testisgive direct indication
of the insulation deterioration. In contrast.
g'as...in"'oil analysis using goaschromatography (GS) has
beon established as the most reliablo method of
i.ndicating inteJ:.'na.ltranSformer faults and.inSUlation
l:)l:..eiilkd"~'ln.Also recently, liquid chromatography has
boen used to isolato heavier hydrOcarbon compounds
that indicate insulation breakdown.
Chromatography can bo traced pack to tho 'tllrnof' the
oentury, when a Russian botanist, M. s. Tsevot,
separated a mi~turo of plant pigmont prior to
identification of the compounds,
Chromatograph.y was advancod in tho l!HHl's to where it
was possible to effeot tho separation of ga~cs.In the
1960 IS GO was app:Uod to identifying fault gU::H;:n
dissolved in transformer oil. Table 2.3 indicates
the most common gasos identified in oil. (3)



Table 2.3 Gases in oil usually tested for in oil
Hydrogen *
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Methane *
Carbon Monoxide co *
Ethane *
Carbon Dioxide CO2
Ethylene *
Acetylene *
(*denotes combustible gases)
Various empirioal methods have been proposed to
iden';ifythe type.of fault and its ~everity.
These inclUde checking for limits (in parts per
million range) or Certain key gases (hydrogen,
acetylene eto), checking the total combustible gas
present, and the Rogers and Porenburg methods which
USe ratios or various gaSes to indicate the type of
rault.
Recently some transrormers have failed due to slight
oVerheating of paper at llO ~ 120 degrees Centigrade.
Gas analysis cannot differentiate between that and
general ox:l.c:lationor oil. Hi9'h Perrormance Liquid
Chromatography (HP:t.C) has been t.tsedto separate
hydrooarbon oompounds produced excJ.usively by thermal
degradation of paper at temperatures rrom as loW as
110 Clegrees Centigrade. The presence or rurfuraJ.dehyde
has shown positive correlation to increases in pape~
inSUlation overheating.
High :Performance :t.iquidchromatography analysis l,acKs
the sensitivity of Gas-in",oil analysis.
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Also building a simple and cost-effective on-line
monitor based on I1Pr.,cteC"'hniqueswill be impossible
with the present state of art. It remains a
sophi$ticated laboratory technique. t4J

other methods of insulation condition monitoring have
been proposed. These include direct partial disr.harge
measurement and acoustical analysis.
The breakdown of high voltage. solid insulation in
service by electric treeing or tracking is preceded by
a period of emission Of partial dische~ge pulses.
~here are a number of standard laboratory methods for
n\easuring partial discharge activities in
transformers. In the past nearly all such diagnostic
testing required costly temporary removal of the
equipment from service. Partial discharge testing done
dUring normal operation was considered illlpossibledue
to the int.erference from the much greater electrical
noise signals caused by the power line carrier, radio
stations, transmission line corona, breaker
operations, etc. Also, for some insulation :;;xstemsl
the time between the onset of detectable partial
discharge and catastrophic failure could be tc.oshort
for the condition to be deteoted by a practical
eoonomic l')eriodictest prooedures.(5)[26]
A Fault Anticipator for Substation Equipment (FASE)
system has been developed that can detect and identify
a partial discharge in a noisy substation enviro,nmont.
,Ferrite cores, whioh are sensitive to partial
disoharge pulses, are placed around the ground leads
of the current transformers The outputs are
connected to a common oontroller Which record;;;the
partial disoharge pulses and their direction. ~loise
pulses on the system bus w'J.:l.lbe picked up at all thG.
current transformers and thus rejected. However if one
cur.rent transformer consistently produces a pulse of
opposite polarity to that from all the current
transformers, it is identified as being in trOUble.
Unfortunately this technique is only suitable for
ourrent transformerS connected to a common bus. 'l'he
time interval between partial diSCharge onset nnd
failure may vary from a few minutes to thousands of
hours I depending on the local stres~ enhaneemerrc, and
the nature of the insulating system.C2G)
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Alro mo~e importantly, there is no direot relationship
between the rising partial discharge aotivity and
Lnsulzrt Lon deterioration. 'rheexperiments performed at
the CSIR indioate that while the hydrogen level in a
current t~ansf.ormer oontinued to rise due to a fault,
the partial discharge aotivity remained relatively
conatiarrt , (6 J

I
4

I
1

1

I
1
1
I

Recently research
emission analysis
transformers.

has been done on using acoustical
for deteotion of' ageing in

The ageing of electrioal insulation material is
ccnnecned with structural degradation and molecular
ohanges. The energy content varies and besides quantum
emission, also phonon excitation and propagation
ocours. Partial discharges will result in aooustioal
emission. Depending on the amourrcof disengaged energy
a sound deteotion is possible. An acoustical analyser
has been built that can automatioallY distinguish
between hot spots in solid and liquid il1sulationI
partial discharges, mechanical crack j,niti.a.tionand
propagation. But fUt'ther investigations have to be
carried out in order t.ofind solutions for analysing
superpositions of two or more sources with different
intensities, (7) Because this techniqUe i:~still in its
infancy, its usefulness for on-line l\10J;litoringis
still lilnitod.
The power factor of electrical insulation has been
recognized as a good indicator of its quality and
futuro se:t·v.i,ceability.Almost any form of degradation
of the insulation will, sooner or IntE:lr,inorease its
pO\'lorfaotor. A common practice in the industry has
been to periodically take the. equipment out of.
service, and measure its power faetol'and capacitance.
RCC1ently a microcomputer bused apparatus has beel'l
cleveloped whidh monitors power faotor and capaoitance
continu()usly, with the transformer on....line. Initial
tests clone on CUl"rent transfOrmol"Sindicate tha'l::.it
provides an indication of n pOSSible incipient fault.
Abundant evidol'lceindicates thnt au increasing power
factol.' i.8 indicative.of degrading insulation.



The first limiting factor with this method is that the
apparatus only works on transformers witp a
capacitance tap.(2SJ Secondly, power fae. r
measurement .is a j.:mlkphenomenon. Power factor change
due to localized discharges could be obscured by the
overall measurement. This is supported by the work
done by Reynders and Meal. While a rising hydro~en
concentrat:i.on indicated a fault in a current
transformer, the power factor remained relatively
constant, though it was high. [6]
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3 GIO ANALYSIS

A complete discussion of all the aspects of Gas-in-oil
(G!O) Analysis is given in this chapter. This is
diviu~d into the following sections :
The theoretical basis
prediction for gases
based on thermodynamic
Gas ohromatograpny
chromatography works.

for GIO analysis - a theoretioal
pncduced due to va:..ious faults

prinoirles is presented.
a s~ ~ description on how gas

Extraction of oil general prooedures fOl removing
oil from the transformers.
!nterpreting the GIO results various methods for
interpreting the results, these include noger's ratio
test, Laborelec method, etc.
conclUsion - The general conclusions that can be drawn
from the literature survey on what should be the best
approach to an on-line monitor to detect incipient
faults in transformers.
3.1 Theo:t'etical basis for GIO analysis

Different types of fau:ts - arcs, hot spots, partial
discha:x:ges,eto - calt:Pedefined in terms of localized
temperatures ~hioh they generate. aalstead raj
proposed a model which correlated equilibrium
pressur.es of the basic hydr,oCjarbongases produced in a
transformer to a partil;::\.tlartemperature. These
equilibri.um pressures arl~ proportional to the
concentrations of the various hydrocarbon gases
produced.
For the complete range of t~mperature faults, the
transformer oil will decompose to their constituent
moleoules, slOWly for low temperature faults
(overheating) and l:ap1dlyfor high temperature faults
(arcing). Sinc~ the end products (hydrocarbon gases
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and carbon) and the original reactants (transformer
oil) are the same, the overall free energy for the
following pro.;ess will be fixed :

oil molecUles into :

·;:;19 model sy·stem ~lill thus be taken as being one in
nlch all the molecules involved are totally

decomposed to product~ given in (1), with each product
being in equilib:t:ium with all the others and the
')verall pressure of the syst.em being taken as 105

Nm-2 (latm).
The equilibrium parti~l pressure of various gaseous
reaction products were calculated using the
eql.!i'.::Jbriumconstants for the following rea.ctions, at
tempera.tures between SOOK and 2DDOR.

2CH4 (gas) == CzH4 (gaS) + 2H2 (gas)

C2H4 (gas) :::: C2112 (gas) + Hz (gas)

C2H4 (gas) + H2 (gas) == C2H6 (gas)

C2H2 (etas)+ 2H" (gas) - CzH6 (gas).
The reSUlts are shown in figure 3.1. (8)

These equilibrium partial pressures are proportional
to the concentration of the gas in oil. Various ratios
of the hydrocarbon gases were conlpared to actual
experim-=ntal l.'esul.tsand were found to correspond. See
table 3.1 for a list of calculated gas ratios and
table 3.2 for actual experimental results.
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Table 3.1 Calculated gas ~atios

Fault temperature Ratio

C2H2 C2H4 CH4(Degrees Kelvin) .....-~--- ------
CH4 CaH2 H2

500 4X1O-23 3X1010 501

1000 2X1O ....a 400 9

1500 3X1O-3 0.3 5X1O-3

2000 1.3 10-2 10 ...3

Figure 3. l Equilihrium pressureS sys'l:~E,'.mwith tota 1.
system pressure. equal to 1 atmosphoro

10



Table 3.2 EXperimental gas ratio results
Ratios

(Degrees Kelvin) --_ .._-

593 (Hot spot) 0 infinite 1.3

028 (Hot spot) 2Xl0 8 2.1

about 2000 (Arcing) 4 0.1 0.1

Therefore the various methods used to analyse GIO
analysis results oan be related to theoretioal
predictions.

3 ..2 De.gassi)lgoil
Dissolved gases are extraoted from a sample of oil by
expansion of the oil sample in a pre~evaouated known
volume. The vacuum exp~nded gases are compressed to
atmospheric pressure and the total volume measured.
The degassifioation apparatus is eVacuated to a :1.0"'3
absolute pressure of about 10 Torr or less by means
of a vacuum pump. The degassing flask is gently heated
(up to 100 degrees centigrade) and the oil
continuously stirred with the help of a magnetic
stirrer. This tal~es about 10 minutes after which the
gases are drawn out and transferred to the GaS
Chromatograph. rr m this method 99 percent of the
dissolved gases in the oil can be extraoted. (9)(10)

3.3 Gas Chromatography
Gas Chromatography (GC) is a prvcess of separation,
ic1entification a11d quantj,fication of volatilo

11



mixtures. In GC the oomponent gases to be separated
are oarried through the separation column by an inert
gas (carrier gas). The separation column oonsists of a
non-volatile solvent (Silica gelt Porapak Qf Moleoular
Sieve SA, aotivated charcoal etc) supported on an
inert size graded solid (Solid support). The solvent
seleotively retards the sample oomponents aocording to
their distribution oooffioient, until. they form
separate bands in the oarrier gas. These component
bands leave the column in the gas stream and are
recorded as a function of time by a detector.
Generally the (omponents are separated into three
different runs
I Analysis of hydrocarbons methane, ethane I

ethylene, acetylene, propane and propylene with the
flame ionisation detector.
II Analysis
deteotor.

of hydrogen with the katharometer

III - Analysis
with the flame
(9)(10)

of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide
ionisation detector and a catalyst.

3 ..4 :Extractionof oil
As an e:&all\pleand guide the foll.owinqmethod used by
CEGB is summarised belo\of.(25]
The field use of dissolved 9'a6-in"01J.annlysis
requires a simple robust method which requires little
skill. Previously the samp1;i.nqvalVes fitted to
transformers were used. These proved unsuitable for
pr,')vid.ingreliable samples 'because they readily
permitted the ingress of moisture and air into the
saluple. CI::CZl3developed. a new valve for usa on new
transformers or for fitting to the drain vaLves of
older transformers.
As a temporary methodl thought the samples arC dri.um
from a druin or filling line whioh is tomporarily
stopperod Py a neoprene. bung bored to take a slmall

12



bore (1/4") nylon tube. Samples are taken in SOOml
glass bottles which a~e filled with the upward
displacement of air. They are sealed with plastic
screw caps containing flanged conical polythene
inserts after leaving a small bubble above to allow
for expansion.
Samples taken in this way have been shown to be
reproducible and stable for up to G months. [25J

3w5 Interpreting the results
There are various methods for interpreting the results
of GIO analysis. A short description of the following
methods are given :

setting allowable limits for the amount and the
rate of productiol'l.of va:r.ioushYdrocarbon gases.
Setting a limit for the amount and rate of
production of the Total Combustible Gases (TCG).

"':Checking for key hydrocarbon gases.
Ratio test.swhich inClude bol;·hRoger 1 s test and
Dore.t1bul.·gI::; test.

Gas patter.t1s.

3.5.1 Allowable limits for the gases
Various lists of the proposed allowable and non-
allowable limits for oertain gases have been proposed.
These are based on results :from a number of
in-service transformers, and lloti.t1gwhat oo.t1stitutesa
l'l.ormaltre.t1din transformer det~rioratj.on and what
does not.

13



For Czechoslovakia the following limits have been
proposed [11)

Upper Liruit (ppm)

3000"6000

100

o

10

norenburg has the following limits for his ratio test
to check if the analysis is valid Cl2J

Upper Limit (~mL

200

so
CO 1000

15

60

15

14



These norros were refined and then incorpor
the ANSI/IEEE Guide as 90% probability norms

Upper T,Jj,mit(ppm)

Generating
Transformers

240

160

11

190

115

Transmission
Transformers

100

120

35

30

65

ad into
jJ :

The CSUS Guidelines give both an upper limit for
normal operation and a lower limit for abnormal
operation with a region in betWeen for which both
normal or abnormal operation is not olearly defined
[1,3)

Upper Limit for
Normal operation

li2 150

25

15

20

10

co 500

10 000

N2 10 000 - 100 000

02 2 000 - 3 500

15

Lower Limit for
Abnormal operation

1000

so
70

100

35

1000

15 000



From statistical analyses done
Finland the following limits
healthy transformers ['27J :

on transformers in
have been proposed for

Gas Upper Limit (P12mJ..

li2 1('')

CH4 100

C2H;a 30

C2li4 100

C2H6 1bO

CO 500

'.rhe Society of Electrical cooperative Research of
Japan proposed the following cautiolt levels [14 J :

'.rransformer Rating U1212erlimit for normal dperatioQ

H2 CH4 CaH4 CaH co

275kV, > lOMVA 400 200 300 150 300
27SkV, < 10MVA 400 150 200 150 300
SOOkV 300 100 100 50 200

3.5.2 l.rota!.Combustible Gases (TCG)

TCG detection was l:'eadily accepted in nitl:'ogengas
pl:'9servation systems where Buchholz type l:'elaysare
not USed. The gases were vacuun axtl:'actedfl:'olt\the
oil. This was adapted by U. S. Manufacturers for
conservator designs. The amount of combustibl.e gases
(see Chapter 3, page 4 and 5 for what gases are
combustible) are measured by the heat pl:'oduced,
usually el1\ployinga 'chermal conductivity cell. t 12)
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IEEE C57.104 recommends the.procedurE? in figure 3.2.
[12]

csus guidelines recommend the following [13] :

TCG Lower Limit for
Normal O~eration

TCG Upper Limit for
Abnormal Operation

300ppm 5000ppm

ASEA proposes th" fo11ov-ing guidelines based on
statistics from EuropeAn countries (15J :

Open transformers : okay if TCG production <= 1 ppm
per day

Sealed transformers okay if TeG production <= 2 ppm
per day

The ~ociety of Eloctrical cooperative Research of
Japan proposed tha following caution 1l;iVelsfor total
TOG and TeG generation per year[14] :

Transformer Rating Upper 'rCG Upper TCG genaratir.)11
limit(ppmt per year (ppm/year)

27SkV, > 10MVA 1000 350

275kV, < lOMVA 700 250

500kV 400 150

J.l'l conclusion, continuous TeG in Nitrogan gas
p.t'ssarvation syst.ems units has the potential for the
fastest response to all kinds of faults - from SloW to
rapidly developing. (12)

1'7



TeGTeG RateLevel (% reG/Day)

Fi,gure 3.2 TeG pzoceduze based on IEEE a57.104
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3.5.3 Key Gases

Different faults result in different \'k.eygase""I',The
following i~ a list of the different types of faults
that occur 11 "".ransformerswith a list of key gaseS.
AlternatiVe ~ _ces are given since they do not all
agree on the same Key gAS for a particular fault.

Thermal decompcs Lc.i.onof oil :

- H2 (16J

- light hydrocarbons [3)

Thermal decomposition of oil to destruction

~ light hydrocarbons + H2 [3]

Thermal decomposition of cellulose (illsuJ.ation)

- CO + CO2 [:I. 1.J

..CO + CO2 [::l J

- CO (1'7]

Thermal decomposition of cellulose to destruction
(pyrolysis) :

- CO2 + H20 + carbonaceous materials (17)

19



Thermal decomposition of oil and insulation

- H2 [16]

- CO + CO2 [11]

Weak discharge (corona)

- H2 [11]

- H2 [18]

- H2 [3]

Heavy discharge (arding)

- C2H2 (16),

- C2H2 [11J

- C2H2 (18J

- C2Hz [17]

The IEEE presents a generic method See table 3.3.
[13]

There is agreement among the different acur'cas €,bout
key gases. IJ.'hisis especiallY true of weak and st.':t,;ug
discharges,

20



Table 3.3 IEEE generic method

Detected gases with the corresponding intarpretations.

(a) Nitrogen plus 5 perceHt or less oxygen :
Normal operation of t~ansformer.

(b) Nitrogen p:, s more than 5 percent o~ygen
Check for tightness of sealed tranSformer.

(c) Nitrogen, carbon dl.Dxide a11d/or carbon monoxide :
Trmsformer overlcaded or operating hot., causing some
cellulose breakdown. Check operating c-::lnditions.

Cd) Nitrogen and hydrogen :
Corona discharge, electrolysis of w("ter, or rusting.

(e) Nitrogen, hy ......oqen , carbon r.lioxide, and carbon
mOnoxide :
Corona discharge involving cellulose m:: severe
overloading of transformer.

(~) Nitrogen, hydrogen, methat1e with small amcuntis of
ethane, and ethylene
Sp~rking or other minor fault causing some breakdown
of ~iil.

(g) Nitrogen, hydrogen, methane. with carbo"'"tlioxide,
carbon monoxide, and small amounts ot other
hydrocarbons; acetylene is usually not present:
Sparking or other minor fault in presence of
cellUlose.

(h) Nitrogen with tigh hydrogen and other hydrocarbons
inclUding acetylene :
aigh energy arc causing rapid deterioration of oil.

(i) Nitrogen with high hydrogen, methane, high
ethylene, and some ar$tylene
High temperature arcing of oil but in a confined area,
poor connectiOns or turn-to~turn shorts.

(j) Same as (i), except carbon dioxide and carbon
monoxide present
same as (l)I except arcing in combd.natid.onwith
cellulose.
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Ra1.::io methods

Using ratios of various hyd.rooarbon gases oan isolate
the fau1:t. Also using (":onoontration ratios .:l.sless
dependent on measuring precision.
Two pe(')pler E. Oorenburg and R. Rogers I were prirnarily
responsible for developing the ~atio methods. Both
based their work on Halstead's theory (See Chapter
3.1) and also statistical analysis of case histories.
FigUra 3.3 describes
ident.ifioation prooedure [12J.

Oorenburg's fault

nogar IS ntethod was modified and incorporated in the EO
~99" l!'igure~.4 illustrates this method. [123

Laboreleo m3thod whioh is USed in Bolqium is shown in
figure 3.5 bolo'l'.(24J
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Figura 3.3 Dorenburg'o identification procedure
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3.5.5 Gas pqtterns

This Inethod is only genal"allyused in Japan ~lhereit
has been used for the past 15 years. A fault is
diagnosed by using a gas pattern diagram! plotting
concentrations of component 9'asea with that of the
most dense gas as unity. An example is given in
figure 3.6. Generally three kinds of patterns,
namely, H21 C2H2 I and CH4 C2H4 types
exist. 'rhe H2 results from an arc and partial
diocharges, the C2H2 type, from arc discharges,
and the CH4 - C2H4 from overheating.(29]
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Figure ~.6 Example gas pattern
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4 IiPI.C ANALYS!S

For the past 20 years, the general condition of oil
filled electrical equipment! particularly
transformers, has been monitored by determining
dissolved gases in oil, using gas chromatography. A
Short-coming of gas-in-oil analysis is that it is
non-specific. The ratios of the gases produced
indicated the type of fault which may be present in
the transformers, but do not giVe an clear indication
as to the materials Which may be damaged in the
fault. An example is co and CO2 which both can pe
the result of the thermal decomposit.ion Of the
cellulOse or the long-term oxidation of the oil.
Development in the High Performance Liquid
Chromatography (HPLC) has led to complementary
analytical methods which alloW heavier molecules
dissolved in the oil to Pe separated and identified.
These heavier liquid materials are often specific
products of OVerheating insulation.
The most suitable liguid moleCules for identification
of problems are; furfuraldehyde produced by mild.
overheating of paper; phenol and cresols are similarly
produced from synthetic resin-impregnatedpaper poard
and cumyl alcohol and alpha~methyl styrene can be
detected in cables containing cross-linked
polyethylene insulation.
For factory heat-run tests of transformers, using aPLc
analysis for the detection of furfuraldehyde.,lacks
sensitivity compared to GIO analySis by about an order
of magnitude. aut HPLC is proving u~eful in detecting
enhanced paper ageing in transfo)'.'mers1 at operatirlg
temperatures well below those which prodUCe dissolVed
gases such as hydrogen or methane (19).
Recently
for only
thermally
interdisc

two 570MVA generator transformers operated
25% of their design life, due to bulging
dcgraded paper tapes that blocked off
cooling ducts. This led to general
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ov~rheating at temperatures estimated to be around 110
to 120 degrees centigrade. Norr.,allyGIO analysis will
be used to detect CO and CO2, But as mentioned
before, these gases can also be in the oil as the
result of oil oxidation. Also the production of other
hydrocarbon gases at these temperature are very low,
and therefore difficult to measure aocuz-abe Ly ,

IJ.Ihisis where HPLC analysis is usefUl for detecting
furfuraldehyde which, is produced from temperatures as
low as iloac (4].

Therefore for very low temperature faults where GtO
analysis is not sensitive enough, HPLC analysis will
be useful.
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5 CURRENT APPROACHES TO ON-LINE MONITORING

The different approaches to on-line monitoring can he
divided up into four main types:

Hydrocarbon on-line monitors that check fc>rthe
most common fault gases. Usually Roger's ratio
test or similar, is used to predict the type and
severity of the fault.
On-line monitors that check for a pat'ticulargas
dissolved in the oil to determine whether a fault
exists or not.
On-line monitors that analyse the oil for TCG
Whicb is used to check whether & fault exists or
not.
on-line monitors in addition to checking for one
or more gases dissolved in oil, also check the
load current, top oil temperature, hot spot
temperature etc.

E~alnples of developed
apove categories will
sections.

monitors that
be given in

fall
the

into the
following

5.1 Hydrocar~n on-line monitor
A hydrocarbon on-line monitor is basically a field
counter-part to a fUll laboratory set-up. Various
hydrocarbon gases are measured, to which Dorensburg's
or Roger's ratio methods are apPlied. A hydrocarbon
on-line monitor can be used for both on-line
diagnosis, where a transformer is used to check for
the existence of a fault, and on-line monitoring,
where a fault is known 'co exist, but the type and
severity of the fault is being monitored.
A short description follows of an unit developed in
the United K:i.ngdom. Figure 5.l. is a block diagram
of the on-line monitor. A tubular separator is used,
\<Thereoil is passed over a silicone ruboer tube and
air flOWS through the tube removing the ~ases Which
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diffuses through the tube wall. Gas samples are
introd1.tced into the chromatography column every 40
minutes by a timer. A )~oven commercially available
f'lame ionisation de'tector (FID) is used. A typical
recorder trace produced by the equipment :ts shown in
Figure 5.2. [4J

3J.
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5.2 On-line monitor for a particular gas

On-line monitors designed to detect a particular gas
are usually designed to detect H2 gas. The reason
fbr this lies in Halstead's theory (See Chapter
3.1). From figure 3.1.1 it can be seen that
whatever the temperature or the fault is (from 20()I>C)
hydrogen is produced and the rate of production Of
hYdrogen increases with 'temperature CB4]. Note that
C2H4 is also produced f.r;Oi)\ about 200°C but the
potential concentration is much lower than H2 and
therefore more difficult to detect. Two .h~1rogen
on-line monitors based on this theor:y have been
developed. The first was developed by H. TsuJdoka and
K. Sugawara from Hitachi Research Laboratory. Figure
5.3 gives an outline of the apparatus. The
separation part consists of a polyimide membrane
O,005cm thick and 9,6cm in diameter, and perforated
membrane protection made of a stainless steel plate
0,2cm thick, with many small holes, each about O,2cm
in diameter. This part is fixed near a flange valve
on the lower pa.rt of the transformer. The ga::;,
detection part consists of a gas chamber, an
electromagnetic valve and a gas sensor chambp.r, in
which a gas senSor is installed. The gQS chamber is a
space in Which hydrogen gas, Which permeates through
the membrane, is allowed to collElct.
The valve opens and shuts autolnaticaUy at regular
time intervals in order to allow the hydrogen sto1:ed
in the gas chamber to contact the gas sensor. The
$ensor is semiconductor based that gives an output
voltage proportional to hydl;'ogen.
Fiel.d results indicate that the instrument works well
and is suitable for preventing trans;f.orl1\erfail\.\re.
The most important problem with this instrument is
that the sampling pel;'iodis 72 houzs , A fault could
easily develop in this pel;'iod.[20)
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F.i.gurC5.:3 outline of on-line hydrC)9onmonitor
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I.R.E.Q also developed a continuously monitoring
device (Hydran) able to measure the level of dissolved
hydrogen in dielectric oils. See :figure5.4. The
Hyd.rogen gas dissolved. in the oil diffuses through a
semi-permeable Teflon membrane and is o:ddised
t';,llectrocher(L~eally on a platinum electrode, This
electro-oxidation is coupled with the
electro-production of oxygen from the ambient air on a
second electrode. The electric ourrent produced by
these reaction;.;is converted into a voltage by a load.
resistor, Which is amplified and displayed. An alarm
It';,lvelcan also be set.
The Hydran monj.tor has been in field tests where it
has successfully prevented transformer failures (2l).
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5.3 TCG on~line monitor

A TCG (Total Combustible Gas) is similar to a hydrogen
gas on...Une monitor in that it is llsed.to determine
whether an inoipient fault will occur or not, rather
than determine the type of fault.

A TCG on-line monitor Was developed by Konsai Electric
l?oWe:r corporation (md Mitsubishi Eleotric
Corporation. Figure 5.5 presents a block diagram of
the system. The extraotion unit consists of a
Toricelli BubbHng ext:r..aotor. Air is used as the
bubbling gas. 'A combustion type, high sensitivity TCG
detector, was specially developed for the TCG
monitor. Because sensitivity of the TCG detector
changes with moisture in the sample gas, the :moisture
is romoved by freezing in a cold trap. The.deteotor
is oalibrated with standard gas before every
meas.).remont. The date processing unit is composed of
a chart recorder which indicates tho reSUlts on ohart
paper. The entire apparatus is controlled by a
sequence controller with gas measurement interValS
that can be set at different rates.
~ield results indioated that th~ TCG monitor will b~
useful for fault monitQr:l.ng(22).
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p.igurc5.5 Block dia~am of TCG apparntus
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5.4 complete transformer monitoring system

A complete tran.sformer monitoring system aims t.}
monitor all possible transformer problem areas. This
type of system is used to determine the existence of a
fau.ltrather than diagnose its origin.
Westinghouse has developed the Transformer Moni'coring
System (TMS) to provide continuous on....line monitoring
and analysis of selected power transformer operatin~
paramGters. Figure 5.6 is a block diagram of the
system. TMS has the following inputs:

Top oil temperature ~ uses two Platinum Resistance
Temperature Detectors (RTD).
Winding current uses an instrument current
transformer (ICT).
Relative corona uses an acoustic corona
detectOl.',
Gas-in-oil hydrogen concentration measured by
continuous gas analyser.
Status inputs contact closures from various
indicators, which include : oil level, oil flow,
bearing status of oil pumps,

The use of multiple inputs, continuous monitoring, and
an historic data base improves the availability and
utilization of poWer transformers (23).
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6 CONCLUSION

Gas-in-oil analysis as opposed to otheJ:techniques is
well proven and reliable in determining the condition
of insulation.
partial discharge meaSUl"ements are not reliable,
because evan ·though an higher' partial discha:r.'ge
measurement will indicate an higher probability of a
:fault, there. is no definite correlation. Also, the
background noise is very high in the field, and can
easily swamp out the actual mea$urement. An exception
to this is a technique cleveloped,for current
transforll\erSconnected to a common bus that allows the
common noise. to be filtered out. This is only useful
for trans.:forme.l:sclose ~:ogetheron a common bus.
Po~"er fa(:ltormeasurement it, not
an on..line monitor. since power
a bulk mea$u;rement, localised
detected. Research also shows
does not necessarily increase
fault, while the hydrogen
increase.

easily implemented in
factor measurement is
:faultsare not easilY
that the power f.actor
in the presence of a
gas definitely cloes

Acoustical Emission Analysis is still in its infancy,
and therefore its usefulness for on-line monitoring is
still limited.
High Performance Liq\..\idChromatography promises to be
useful in the future, but lacks the development of Gas
chromatography. Also an on-line monitor built on HIlLC
principles will be bulky and expenfilvedue to laok of.
off-the-shelf.parts.
The design approach to an on-line monitor Will b~
baSed on the follo,'lingconsiderations~

Because of the numbar'
field, the. cost of the
important, ospecially with
the transformer.

of transforme.rs in the
on-line.monitor is very
respect to the.cost of
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the on-line monitor is also cost sensitive in
terms of the University budget for the project.
The design should be reliable and based on sound
theoretical and' actical considerations.

Due to the cost of large transmission and generation
t:r:ansformersI the cost of the on-line monitor is less
of a problem. Therefore it is desirable to go for a
full blown hydrocarbon on·line monitor using some
ratio test.
Designing and building such a monitor will be
duplicating commerciallY available designs and there
is the problem of a limited UniVersity bUdget.
On the other hand designing and building an on-line
monitor for current transformers has the fOllowing
advantages:

There is a very definite need fOl: current
transformer on-line monitoring due to the amount
of recent failures.
Current transformers are cheap and therefore
reguire a very cheap on-line monitor design.
E!Ven though there are commercially aVailable
designs, they are very expensive. (more than.R25
000) •
There is a
limits, ratio
The information
are almost

total lack of information on gas
li1nits for current transformers.

provided in the previous chapters
e~clusively for high Voltage

transformers.
Also there is very little information on where the
oil sample should be taken. (even for high voltage
tranSformers).

In conclusion, the clesignof an on-line monitor will
be for a low cost gas-in-oil type for current
transformers. Because of the cost consideration~1
only one gas will be monitorecl. The overwhelming
evidence points to hydrogen as being the most suitable
gas for deteotion.
Experiments
rates and
will have
lllonitored

will haVe to be done to determine for what
upper limits of hydrogen production alar~s
to be set, and Where the oil should be

in the current trc:msfor~er.
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1 INTROPUCTION AND HISTORY

Appendix B has been 'Vlrittenas a self-contained
document, and therefore includes its own index and
references. A description of all the apparatus used to
perform the experiments is given.
This document, while fulfilling part of the MSc(ENG)
dissertation requirements, will prove very useful for
anybody continuing research into this field. The
apparatus built should prove very useful for future
experimentation.
The apparatus used is deScribed in six different
sections :

Experimental Tank This apparatus is used to
simulate a CT (current Transformer). It allows
on-line monitors ~o be bolted on at various
heights, while in contact with the oil, or air
space above the oil.
Hydrogen G.I.O. (Gas-in-Oil) on-line monitor ._A
description of the physical construction of the
monitor, and the internal.electronics is given.
Gas....tight calibration chambe:t: This chamber
allows various hydrogen sensors to be cal.ibrated.
Hydran This commercial hyd:t:ogenon-line monitor
Was used to complete some of the experiments. A
description of the principle used is given,
followed by a description of the physical
construdtion and internal electronics.
Hydrogen sensors A description of both the
Sieger, and the Figaro sensors ~re giVen.
Patalogger - Initially a self-contained datalogger
was designed and partially built. PUe to a change
in the direction of the MSC(ENG) Work, this was
not finished. A commercial datalogger was used
instead. A d~sc~iption of poth will be given.

To provide the reade:t:''litha bette~ overall view of
the p:t:oject,the history packground to the acquisition
of the various apparatus is given.
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The overall aim of the project was to build a low cost
G.I.O. (Gas-in-oi1) on-line monitor, and use that to
test the response of a monitor mourrced at various
heights on a moCk-up of a CT (current transformer) -
the experimental tank.

This called for 3 distinct apparatus : an experimental
tank, an on-line monitor, and.somL: form of dal:a10gging
facility.

Due to cost considerations, the on-line monitor was
based on a membrane technique to separate dissolved
hydrogen gas from the oil. The on-line monitor
requires two components ( the hydrogen sensor and the
membrane, which are the most difficult components to
locate. Ini'tially the only hydrogen sensor that could
be located was the Figal:;'osensoz I a resistal'l.telement
gas sensor. This had to be ordered from Japan. ~o
suitable commercial membrane could be located. While
the sensor was on order, the experimental tank was
designed and built. For cost reasons., the experimental
tank was bu:i.lt out of PVC. Four ports were welded on
at various heights, which allows an on-line monitor to
re mounted at these heights.

once the Figaro sensor arrived. from Japan, the on"'line
monitor was designed and built. The on-line monitor
was turned 01.1tof aluminium and steel. To allow th.=
on-line monitor to
experimental tank,
bolted to the ports.

be interfaced to the ports of the
alUminium flanges were made that

When the project was starteo., it was envisaged that
J~e datalogging side would be a large portion of the
~rk. A prototype datalogger was built around a

commercially available microprocessor board. A
self-contained microprocessor board was then designed.
At this stage it became clear that the problems
associated with the the accue", G.:C.O.monitoring were
mOre important. The final product was tpe~efore not
ilnplemented. Fot't:.unatelya Fluke datalogger was kindly
loaned by the process control Group of E.!.
(Engineering Investigations).
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t

j
1
I

E.I. was approached for help in obtaining a suitable
membrane. Mr. G. r,ok from Applied Chemistry at that
stage was building up expertise itl memhrane
technology. Applied chemistry kindly supplied a
membrane based on experimental technology. (In the
meantime, this t"'l'"'!hnologyhas been patented.)

Initially standard sample tins were used to take oil
samples from the experimental tank. Problems were
encountered with the reliability of this method for
the hydrogen gas. To eliminate any possible errors due
to the sampling technique, two gas-tight syringes were
ordered from America. To use these on the experimental
tank, various interfaces Were made.

At about this
hydrogen sensor
obtained. This
level in the
experimental tank.

stage of the MSC(ENG), a different
(Sieger), a fUE'lcell gas sensor, was

was uSed to monitor the hydrogen gas
air space above the oil in the

Various electronic interfac~s were considered for the
on-line monitor. Eventually the standard 4~20roA loop
was used. Once the on-line monitor was completed, it.
was tested on the experimental tank. The experimental
results were negative. (See Appendix C, Experiment 2
for more details.) To check this, the Uydran Was
borrowed. An adapter had to be made that allowed the
Hydran to be bolted to the eXperimental tank. The
results again were negative.

To solve this problem, the sensors had to be tested in
a more controlled experiment. The gas-tight
calibration chamber was then built to calibrate the
sensors and test the Hydran.

Note See Appendix C for details of all the
experiments done.

In the n~Kt: few chapters, the apparatus used are
described in detai~, This is finally followed by the
recommendat ions for the further use ~'f these
apparatus.
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2 EXPERIMENTAL TANK

'J.11e experimental. tank was designed to allow on-line
monitors to monitor the hydrogen concentration in a
controlled experiment. The problems in using an actual
CT are :

Safety hazards from live apparatus.
Difficulty in accessing actual comHtions within
the CT.
Difficulty in gaining access to the oil, and air
space above the oi)..

Once the experiments can be reliably performed on the
tank, these can then be performed en an actual CT.
Note the e~perimental tank can be equally well used
to simUlate the conditions within a HV tcansformer.

The tank allows various on-line monitors to be bolted
on at different heights. The Sieger sensox can be
bolted to the bottom of the top lid. This allows the
hydrogen concentration in the air spac~ above the oil
to be monitored. The output from the sieger sensor and
the on-line monitor are 4-20mA current loop outputs.
This easily interfaces to the Fluke dataJ.ogger via a
load resistor.

A partial discharge or arc Cah be created in the oil
to simulate a fault. This Ci'\nbe done at any desired
height in the oil. The amount of part.ial discharge or
arcing can be moni tared on the partial di::;charge
monitor. Uhfortunately the total energy expended in a
fault cannot be direotly read from the partial
discharge monitor, only the ma>cimum level of the
fault.
For more accuratie studies, the appa:t:atuswas modified
to n110w a direct .i.njection of a known amount of
hydrogen gas into the oil.

See Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 for a diagram and
photo respe ...cively of the complete system.
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Figure: 2.2 Ilhoto of the completo oxporimental sot ....up



2.1 Desoription of the physical construction of
the tank

The experimental tank was made 1.$ metres high, and
30cm in diameter. see Figure 2.3 for the diagram of
the tank. Four ports are welded on at various heights.
See Figure 2.4 for close-up of port. The ports are
welded on via a short length of pipe from the tank.
This is closer to the sit\lation when an on-line
monitor is used on a real CT.
The top lid and boctom lid are bolted to the tank via
rubber gaskets. A brass rod, that is connected to the
partial discharge generator, goes through the middle
of the lid via a cable gland. The Sieger sensor is
also bolted to the bottom of the lid. See Figure 2.5
and Figure 2.6 for more details.
The complete tank is sUpported on a small table. i\ tap
at the bottom of the tank allows oil to be drained
out. see Figure 2.7.
A large effort was expended in ma}~lrl9'the tank as air
tight as possible. If the experilt\entcalls for an air
breathing experiment, the top port can be left open to
the air. Between both the bottom lid and tank, top lid
and tank, a soft rubber gasket was used. Between the
aluminium flanges and the ports, a-rings were used.
Teflon tape was used on all the screw threa.ds. This
incl\lded the screw threaCl on the on-line monitors,
plugs, Sieger sensor and 'tap. Petroleum grease was
used on all the gaskets and o...rings.

Description
generator

of thE! partial discharge

A brass rod allot-ISthe pa.rtialdischarge generator to
bEl lowered into the tank at any desired height. This
allows faUlts to be Simulated at various heights. The
live conrlection is made to the brass rod at the top.
The return lead is taJ<Elnthrough the bottom of the
tank via a screw. If the partial discharge generator
is r.ot used , the hole in the top lid can be blocked
with a plastic plug.
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Figure 2.4 Pnoto of a port
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Figure 2.5 Photo of the top lid - uppers ide
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Figur.o 2.6 Photo of tho top lid - loworsido



Figure '2 •• , Photo of thQ hottom of tho tank
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The partial discharge generator consists of a Perspex
body. TWo brass screws, specially shaped, screw
through the top and the bottom of the Perspex body.
See E'igure .2.8 and Figure 2.9. The screw with the
sharp point screws into the bottom of the Pe~spex
body, and the Screw with conical hole screws into the
top of the perspex body. ~he conical hole faces down
into the oil. An air bUbble is trapped in this hole.
~his allows partial discharge to take place between
the two }jrass screws. Paper can also be sandwiehed
bet",een the brass screws. The brass rod screws into
the top brass screw. This rod holds the complete
assembly in the oil. It also provides a path for the
live ccnnectLon to the.high volt.agepower supply. The
return connection is made with a wire bolted to the.
bottom brass rod. This wire is bolted to a screw that
is screwed through the bottom lid of the tank.

2.3 Description of the port flanges and adapters
Each port has an aluminium flal'lgebolted to it. See
Figure 2.10, '.l'heon~·line monitor built can be
directly screwed onto this. A brass adapter allows the
Hydran to interface to the flal'H;re.See figure 2.11.'

Unused ports can be sealed off with brass Plugs. These
brass plugs have been modified to allow a gas...tight
SYringe t"ith a needle (Figure 2.12) to :i.njeot
hydrogen gas in the oil. This is done by sandwiching a
septa betWeen the brass plUg, and an aluminium disc.
See Figure 2.13 for picture of a ass~mblod plug, and
the constituent pal;'tsof the plug. Initially this
system was also used to sample oil from the tank.
Unfortunately the needles obtained were too narrow for
tho oil to easily be drawn in. ~ho brass plugs wore
aSj'atnmodified, this time to allow tho syringo to be
serewed on Via a small valve. See li'igura2.1J for
the eomplete plug assembly, and tho constituont parts.
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r5gUre 2.9 Photo of the partial discharge generator
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Figure 2.10 Photo of the flange and the nydran
adapter
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F.igw:c 2.11 P11otoof a plug, a.nd its constituent:.
pa.rts (for usc w.ith tlllolsyr:lngc via a
needle)
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lIigul''' ".12 photo of the sampling &yrin<.!" and

needle



Figure 2.13 Photo of ~ plUg, and its constituont
p~rts (for uso wi'ththo syringa v:i.~
a valvo)



3 HYDROGEN G.I.O.ON-L!N£MONITOR

The monitor housing is divided into 3 chambers. See
Figure 3.1. 'l'hefirst chamber is in contact \-/iththe
oil. The gases dissolved in the oil diffuse through
the membrane into the gas chamber. The gases con.e in
contact with the Figaro seneou which is mainly
sensitive to hydrogen gas. The output from the sensor
is converted 'co4-z0mA indUstry standard current loop.
A temperature sensor is mounted nex~ to the Figaro
sensor. The output from this is also converted to a
4-20 rnA industry standard current loop.
The basic principle of operation is that the gases
dissolved in the oil \<1111 diffuse through the membrane
into the gas chamber. Once equilibrium is reached, the
ratio between the concentration of hydrogen in the
oil, and in the gas chamber will be equal to the
Osttvald solubility coeff~.cientfor:'hydrogen. Therefore
the reading from the Figaro sensor should be
pl:'oportional to the concentrat:i,onof the hyc1rogen gas
in the oil.

3.1 f)escription of: the physical conEltruction

';tlhe011""linemonitor is made of aluminium} except the
part that. screws onto the flanges that.are polted to
th.iilports. lJ.'hismade of steal. see Fiqm::e 3.1 for
cross-sectional picture of the monitor. sse FigtlrS
3.2 for a picture of the assembled monitor, and
Figure 3.3 for the constituent parts.
~he membrane separates the oil and the gas chamber.
~he membrane was specially manufactUred by the Applied
Chemistry Department of B.1. Unfortunately, the
details of the mombrane's composition or construction
cannot pe given, as it was been patel'rtedat:.the time
this report was written. ~he most important detail of
the membrane is that it has bean mado to be as
pOl:'meableto gases as possibla.
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Figure 3.2 Pboto of the assembled on..line monitor
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Figure 3.3 Photo of tho disassambled on~lina
monitor
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Both sensors are mounted 0.. a PCB (Printed Circuit
BOi:ird) that separates the gas chamber from the
electranic chamber. The main interface electronics is
mounted onto a second PCB I which is held in the
eleotronics chamber. A water resistant socket is.used
for the output from the electrortics.

The complete
Each chamber
o....rings.

unit is
is also

made as gas-tight. as possible,
sealed from the other with

3.2 Description of the electronics

See Figure 3.4 for the block diagram of the
electronics. The Figaro sensor requires a stable 5V at
150 rnA pOW'er supply for the heater element, therefol:e
the incoming power supply must be regulated. A normal
regulator cannot be used, because the heat cannot Joe
dissipated in the confined enclosure. A small
state"of ...the-art switchmode power supply is used. The
output f.rom 'l:heFigaro sensor is buffered, bef.ore
going into the voltage-to-current converter !C
(Integrated circuit). The precision reference for the
sense element Ln the sensor is alsO su~:>pHed by the
IC. A second voltage-to-current converter IC is used
for the temperature sensor. The temperature sensor is
positioned right next to the Figat'o sensor •.All input
and output connections are protected from noise and
overvoltage. See Figure 3.5 for the complete circuit
diagram. See figure 3.3 for a picture .ofthe Figaro
sensor PCB (Printed Circuit Board), and the electronic
PCB.
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4 GAS-TIGHT CALIBRATION CHAMBER

A gas-tight chamber had to be constructed to calibrate
the Figaro sensors. A known amount of hydrogen gas is
injected into the chamber. The concentration of the
hydrogen gas is then the quantity of 'I::hehydrogen gas
injected divided by the volume of the chamber.

To inorease the versatility of the chamber, the
chamber has a port, the exact same size as one of the
ports on the experimental tank. One of the alUminium
flanges used on the tank, is bolted to this. This
allows the Sieger sensor to be screWed into this port,
or via an adapter, the Hydran. If this featUre is not
used, the port can blocked Off with one of the brass
plugs. The Sieger sensor is bolted onto the ports, and
the Figaro sensors are inside.

The chamber can also be filled with oil. Hydrogen gas
can be injected into the oil. A magnetic stirrer is
used to mix the hydrogen gas and the oil. (Note :
Great difficulty was found in mixing the oil and the
hydrogen gas. See Appendix C.)

4.1 Description of the physical construction

The complete chamber is made of Perspex. All the sides
are glued together, except for the lid. This bolts
onto the top with screws. An a-ring is used to
maintain a gas-tight seal. A circuli'lrdisc of Perspex,
the same dimensions as a port on the tank, is glued
onto the top. This has a hole in the mi.ddle that 9'oes
through the lid as well. one of the alu:nintum flanges
used on the tank, can be bolted onto thi&. An a-ring
is Used to seal the gap betWeen the flange and the
Perspe... A similar port, but smaller, is also glued to
the lid. A septa is sandwiched bet.ween this, and a
similar sized Perspex disc. This port allOWS a syringe
with a needle to injeot a known amount of hydrogen gas
into the Chamber.
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Eight brass sor ews are screwed through tapped holes in
the top lid. A wire lug is u~ed on both sides of the
screw. This allows elect~'ical connections to the
inside of the chamber. This was used to test 3 Figaro
sensors mounted inside the ohamcar, To maintain a gas
tight seal t 'reflo]! tape was used on the eight scr-ews.
See Figure 4.1 J.or the dimensions of the chamber,
See Figure 4.2 for a picture of the chamber.
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,

l";i.9\U'Q4.2 Photo of tho 9a~1...ti9ht culib:r.at;i.on
chamber
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5 HYDRAN

A commercial hydrogen on-line monitor was borrowed to
complete some of the experiments. The Hydran monitor
was kindly loaned by the ROTEC group of ES~OM. Because
the designed on-line monitor is similar in principle
to the Hydrant it was decided to evaluate its
performance. These experiments highlight some of the
prOblems with the principle. See Appendix C for more
details.
A brief description of the principle of operation fol:'
the Hydran is given, followed by a general description
of the complete instrument.

5.1 Description of Hydran principle
See Figure 5.1 for a diagram of the cross section of
the Hydran. The hydroqen gas dissolved in the oil
diffuses through a semi-permeable Teflon membrane and
i~ oxidised electrochemically on a platinUm
electrode. This electro~oxidation is coupled.with the
electro-production of oxygen f.romthe ambient air on a
second ele~trode The electric current produced by
these reactions is converted into a voltage by a load
resistor, Which is amplified and displayed by the
electronic enclosure.
The sensor is designed so that the hydrogen sensor
consumes the d:i.ffusedhydrogen cJasmuch faster than it
can diffuse through 'the membt'ane. Thus, the sensor
output depends solely on the rate of diftusial'1through
the membrane, which is d.irectlyproport~ol'lalto the
cOncentratio.nof dissolved ga.sin the oil. C:l.J

5.2 Description of llydraninstrument
The Hydran instrument consists of the sensor unit, and.
the electronic enclosure. A black foam s1~eVe is used,
around the sensor unit, to minimise temperature
variations.
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The sensor contains both a hydrogen sensor I and a
temperature sensor. The::(l'J:t·putsfrom both the sensors
are sent via a scre¢.h~d cable to ths electronic
enclosure. These are buffered, and thon fed into an
anulog function IC. This IC allows the temperature
output to modify the hydrogen sensor output, so that
hydrogen sensor output is decreased as thloltemper(.\ture
increases. This is fed t ..a digital paneJmeter, which
displays the hydroqen ~l'.:mcentration:i.nppm (parts l.')er
million) .
The output is also converted to a O~lmA output fo~
remote monitaring. An optional 4...20mA current loop can
also be added.
Two alarm levels can be Set. The outputs can be use!
to warn personnel of an impending fa.ult.
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6 HYDROGEN SENSORS

Two different sensors were used for the various
experiments. Each sensor has its own advantages and
disadvantages. A description of both sensors are
given, followed by a comparison between the two
sensors.

6.1 Descriptionof Sieger sensor
The Sieger sensor is based on the same principle as
the hydrogen sensor used in the Hydran. Both use a
fuel cell to detect hydrogen 9as. See Figure 6d1 for
a cross-section of the senSQr.
Note The Hydran may be using a sensor made by
sit~ger. This cannot be confirmed, because the Hydran
sensor unit cannot be opened.
The hydrogeh gas is oxidised electrochemically on a
platinum electrode. This electro-oxidation is coupled
wit}:>the electro-production of oxyge:..from the ambient
ail:.en a second electrode. The electric current
produc~~d by these reactions is converted into a
voltage by a load resistor. This is amplified and
converted by the internal el.ectronics to a current
output {lr 4 - 4 a lIlA output.
The sensor used for the exper:i.mentsis the model 911.
This consists of the fUel cell in a stainless steel
housing that will not ignite hydrogen.
The important specifications are :

Standard ri!l:nge
Response time
Lineo.t'ity
:Repeatibility

o - 1000 ppm
'1"90 < 70 seconds
Better than ± 5%
Better than ± 5% [2J

Note See refet'ence 2 for lnoreinformation on the
Sieger sensor.
Not~ The above specifications were confirmed by SA's
largest user of the Sieger sensor - NUcon.
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Un£o~tunately the original fuel cell in the Sieger
sensor was poisoned, so this was replaced by another
cell. This could not be calibrated in SA. When tested
on the gas-tight chambe~, the output was incorrect.

6.2 Description of Figaro Sensor
The Figaro sensor is based on a resistant element to
detect hyd~ogen gas. The Figa~o senso~ consists of a
tubular ceramic former over which tin oxide is
painted. A. heater.threaded through the ceramic former,
maintains a constant temperature along the Whole
ceramic former. Doped tin dio:lddeis painted over the
surface of the tube to result in an annulUs of active
material. This element is bonded to the nickel pins of
a high temperature resin header. This is held in a
nylon case with a stainless steel gauze which will not
allow the sensor hOl:lterto ignite an inflammable
atmosphere. See Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2.(3]
1f a bead of tin oxide is heated in clean air, oxyg~n
is absorbed into the surface layers until an
equilibrium condition is aChieved for the particular
temperature involved. A characteristic conductance for
the tin dioxide can be measured, which is a function
of both tempe~ature and the partial preSs\.~reof the
oxygen. 1f a combustible contaminant gas is present,
it will abso~b, then react with some of the oXygerl,so
releasing electrons from the oxygen Which become
available for conduction. This means that the
conductance rises until equilibrium is again attained.
The conductanc~ therefore giVes a measure of the
concentration of the contaminant gas, given condi.tions
of constant t~mperature and humidity. Clearly any
reducing gas will result in a rise in conductanCe, but
a considerable degree of selectivity carlbe ach.Leved
by the addition of catalytic inchlsions to the tin
oxide and co.refulcontrol of the.temperature.(3)



Note : See reference [3] for a comprehensive report on
solid-state gas sensors made by Figaro for more
information.

6.3 Comparison between the Sieger and the
Figaro hydrogen sensors

sieger Sensor Figaro Sensor

Fuel cell has a life of
approximately 3 years.

Unlimited life span.

Built in 4-20mA output. Requires electronic signal
conditioning.

precalibrated. Uncalibrated.

~xpensive : ± R3000. Cheap: ± R125.
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Figure 6.2 Diagram of the Figaro element
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Figure 6.3 Picture of the complete Figaro sensor
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7 DATALOGGER FACILITY

When the prrject was started, it was envisaged that
the data logging side would be a large portion of the
work. The datalogger would be a self-contained unit
that would allow the readings from the on-line monitor
to be logged, and processed for trend analysis. To
this end a datalogger was designed around the 80!?AH
processor. To test ths operation of the datalogger, a
commercial board was first used. The core software was
written and tested using this commercial board. A more
compact board was then designed. At this stage it
became clear that the problems associated with the
actual gas-in-oil monitoring was more important. To
complete the experiments, a commercial data logger was
borrowed. The advantage of the co~~ercial datalogger
"las that the output was printed directly onto a strip
of paper for futUre reference •.An IBM PC computer was
required for the designed data10gger to off load the
data. An IBM PC was not always freely available for
this.

A description of the designed data logger will be
given. This design is definitely still useful ror
future work as the ha.rdware deSign is completed. A
brief description of the commercial data.logger is then
given.

7.1. Descript":'onof d(3signed datalogge);'

A MIC (Murton
bought to test
was built that
Ie Integrated
electronics.

Industrial Controls) 1017 board was
the init,ial software. An extra board
contained the AID (Analog to Digital)

drcuit). This interfaced t.o the sensor

Features of this board include
64K bytes ROM.
60K bytes RAM.
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Serial port with auto baud rate selection.
Choice of RS232, RS422, and RS485 serial
interface.
BASIC interpreter.
Serial printer port.
3 x 8 Pdrallel ports.
Onboard EPROM programmer.

This board provided the ideal basis for testing the
datalogger. A program could be written on an IBM PC
computer, and then downloaded into the MIC micro's RAM
via the serial port. Once the program was debugged,
the program is programmed into the EPROM.
See Figure 7.1 f 11'.' the circuit diagram of the A/D
board. This based around an a-bit AID - ADC0804. The
output of the A/D is read by tho micro via the
parallel ports. The input to the AID comes from the
Figaro hydrogen sensor electronics.
See Figure 7.2 for the initial circuit diagram of
the Figaro hydrogen sensor electronics.
Note This is not the same as the circuit diagram
described in chapter 3.2. The deSign described in
Chapter 3.2 is a later design that is more flexible.
Once the bas';cso-ftwarewas running, a micro board was
designed. This board is obviously cheaper to build
than buying the MIC micro board. This desi911also
contains the essential features roquired tQt' the
datalo9'gor,na:n\ely:

32K bytes lU\M for d.atastorago.
8K bytes EJ?ROMfor program.
onboard a bit A/D.
2 X e bit parallel ports.

See Fi~lro 7.3 for the complete circuit dia~ram.
The software written road the output from the Figaro
sensor and t.he't.emperaturesensor. This was displayed
on a 4 digit LED (Light Emitting Di e) display. The
hydrogen 9011$01." out.put was displayed in ppm, and the
temperature output in degrees Centigrade. Those
readings are displayed alternatively overy 1 se~ond.
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Figure 7.1 circuit diagram Qf tho AID boaX'd
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The data are stored in the RAM for later retrieval.
The software was not developed further than this. It
was a't.this stage that it was decided to use a
commercial datalogger to complete the experiments.

7.2 Description of Fluke dcl'taloggerused
The Fluke datalogger is basically a multimeter with a
printer attached. Tho datalogger can be programmed to
scan a number of user selectable channels. Each
charmaj, can be programmed for a diffet'entvoltage or
current range. Each channel also has two alarm
settings associated with it. Each channel is scanned,
and then printed out with the corresponding time and
date. The scan rate is user selectable.
The datalogger proved very useful, allowing a number
of the experiments to be completed. One advantage of
the datalo9ger is that it is based on old technology.
Therefore the datalogger was not used that afton by
ESKOM. This allOWed my usc of the instrument '1::0 be
unrestricted.
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8 RECOMMENDATIONS

A number of recommendations can be
experience gained in constructing
experimental apparatus.

:made from the
and using the

All of the apparatus used for the experiments can be
successfully used for future experiments, This is
especiallY true for the experimental tank and the
gas-tight chamber. The design for the datalogger can
be used for other projects as well.

8.1 Recommendations for use of Experimental tank
The tank requires very little modifications for future
experiments. It provides a ideal vessel for testing
on-line monitors, either by injecting hydrogen gas, or
generating partial discharge or arcing in the oil. 'l'he
one useful addition would be adding valVes
ind~l?endent.lyfrom the ports for oil samples, This
wt>uld be more flexible, because an on...li:r1l1monitor dan
pe used on a port, and an oil sample can be taken at
the same height without l(\odificationto the on-line
monito1',

8.2 Recommendations for the on-line monitor
The. on-line monitor is based on a simil?r principle.to
the. Hydran monitor. A membrane is used to allow the.
dissolved hydrogen gas in the oil to diffuse.through
into a gas chamber. This concen'crat:i.onis detected }:)y
a hYdrogen sensor. The diffusion is very dependent on
tempera:l:.ure.I believe that this is One Of the main
proplems with this type of on-1im~ monitor. The only
reliable method is to draw out a certain volume of
oil. This must be degassed, and then the concentration
of hydrogen gas from this measured. Due to the cost
and complexity I this \dl1 preclude it's usage on eTa,
but will pe very useful for HV transfOrmers.
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8.3 Recommendations for the gas-chamber
This chamber will prove usef.ul for calibrating the
hydr.ogen Sensors, and the on-line monitors. The o~e
improvement would be some method of m~x~ng the
hydrogen gas and the oil better. This could be fan
driven by an external motor. The problem with this is
to get a gas-tight seal for the spindle. Alternately a
fan attached to a magnet assembly that can be dt'iven
by a magnetic stit'rer.

8.4 Recommendations for the Hydran 111l,ll1itor
The .Hydran has been successfully used in ESl{OM for
deteoting problems with HV transformers. But the
proble:n of tempet'ature dependance ren\ains.The exact
cause for the 'temperature vat'iations should be
ascertained, ie. is it the temperatut'einfluence on
the rate of diffusion of the hydrogen gas through the
membrane I or is it the hydrogen concentration i1,)the
transfor.met'that is ohanging. I believe from the
experiments done on the Hydran, that it is temperature
change on the diffusiol1 that is the predominant
effect. I.t'h.:tscan checked reliably by using an on-line
monitor not based on using a membt'aneto separate the
dissolved gas and the oil.

8.5 Recommendations for tho hydrogen sonsors

Each sensot' has its OWn advantages and disadvantages.
The Sieger sensor is definitely the one to USe for
aCdurate applications, where cost is not that
important. The 1!'iqarois suitable for a cheap and
simple alarm t~lpeapplication with careful electt'onic
design.

8.G Recommendations for the datalogger
The design as it is can be used fOt'any datalo<;Jging-
applications. The software \'1rittonforms the basis for
any datalogging applioation.
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1 :rmrnOPUCTlON AND HlSTORY

Appendix C has beC11 written as a self~contained
document. A desoription of each experiment is given. A
desoription of the nlethod used to perform the
eXperiment, a description of the apparatus, and
results are given, This is follo\'ledby the conc'tusIons
that can be drawn from the results for that
expr:lriment,and the reoomm~ndations for fUrther work
or improvement in the experimental prooedure. '.
trinally, the overall
that can be drawn
experiments are given.

oonclusions and reoommendations
from the results of all the

To give the
projeot, the
given.

reader a better overall view of the
history background to the experiments is

The ovel"~llallnof the projeot was to build a low oost
gas-in-oil on-line monitor, and Use that to test the
responso of a monitor mounted at various heights on a
mock-up of a crr (Current transformer) the
experimental tank.
Two different hydrogen sensors were obtained, namely
the Sieger sensor and the Figaro sensor. The Sieger
sensor is based on a fUel cell t While the I"igaro
sensor uses an resistant element. To test the response
of: these sensors, they were mounted in the air space
of the experimental tank. This formed the bas;isof
Expe:l:'iment:1.. BecaUse of the rapid response f):omboth
aenscra to arcj.ngproduoed in the bottom of the ttmlt,
,\ la):ge number of tests we:t:e,conducted to investigate
t his more fully. This also alloivedmore data to be
available to oompare tho sensors. The Sieger is an
eICpansive pre-calib:t:ateddavice, while tho I~::'ga1.4ois
c'leapor and unoalibrated. The Figaro was the natu):al
choice for a ).('),\.,t cost morl.itor.Therefore the data were
\.sed to calib,l':atetho Fi9aro sensor I with tho sioge):
1,$ reference I assuming that. tho Siege): aensoirwas
lloourate. (Late):more preoise (Jomparisonswere made.)
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Also while these tests were performed, oil samples
were taken from the bottom of the experimental tank.
This was supposed to allow a compar;.i.sonbetween the
hydrogen gas diSsolved in t.heoil in the bottom of the
tank, and the hydrogen gas in the :.drspace. But this
test hinted at the difficulty of taking reliable oil
samp).f'sfor GIO anal.ysis :for hydrogen gas. From a
t.heoretical analysis, the concentrations should be
proportional, this was not the case. It was supposed
that the problem lay with the sampling technique. If
an air bubble got into the sample tin, the hydrogen
gas diffused from the oil into the air bubble, which
was subsequently lost when the tin was opened. Due to
the cost of the GtO analysis, it was decided to obtain
two gas tight syringes to sample the oil accurately 'to
prevent repeating the exp(riment.
While these syringes were on order from America; the
on....line monitor was completed. 'l'hiswas test.edon the
experimental tank. 'l'hesetests formed experiment 2.
Arcing was produced in the bottom of the tank. 'l'he
monitor WaS bolted to the top port which was covered
by, oil. 'l'heSieger was bolted to the top of ·t.hetank,
in the air space, to confirm the pre;senceof hydrogen.
No change in output from the on-line monitor oocurred
over a period of a day or two, even though the Sieger
clearly indicated that hydrogen gas was produced. This
could result only from either the monitor not working
corrsctly, or that no hydrogen gas dissolved in the
oil reaching the tI\onitor. 'l'otest the '.atter
supposition, a commercial unit was borroWed ~ the
Hydran. This unit had been successfully used around
the world and in ESKOM. No overall change in the
output was noted. (The Hydran displayed on average a
reading of SO ppm.) To make sure that hydrogen gas was
dissolving in the oil, the tank was totally filled
with oil. ('l'heSieger sensor was removed.) At.thin
point it was noted that the sieger sensor was
malfUnctioning. (At a later stagG it was asoertained
t.hat the sensor waG poisoned from beinq over~exposed
to hydrogen gas.) Again no overall increase in the
output from the on...Une monitor occurred to indicate
an increase in the hydrogel'\.J.ovel.



On the other hand, the output from the H:ydranseemly
varied w:i.th.temperature. Due to this variation with
temperature, the Hydran reading was regarded with
doubt. The only 'Vlayto check what actually was
happening in the tanltwas to take relial:>leoil samples
at the various ports.
In e}{periment.1, the Figaro sensor was calibrated to
the Sieger sensors. 'rhe manufacturer guaranteed an
accuracy of approximately 5 %. This was confirmed by
NUCOR S.Africa's largest consumer of the Sieger
sensors. Unfortunately the Sieger sensor was poisoned,
and this could not be confirmed.
To check the consistency between the different Figaro
sensors, two more sensors were ordered.
While wa.i.tingfor the syringes I a small gas-tigl1t
chamber was built to accurately calibrate the Figaro
sensors, and the Sieger sensor. Seven tests were done
on the Figaro sensors. (eXperiment S)
Due to cost and time constraints, a now Sieger sensor
could 110t be obtained. The suppliers1 thougl;.,kindly
replaced the sensor element with a second"'handspare
that they had. Unfortunately this could not be
calibrated in S.Africa. This sensor with the Figaro
sensors, was calibrated in the gas~tight calibration
chamber. (experiment 5)
During the period that the Sieger sensor was being
repaired, a Hydran monftor '\Ta~ uvailal:>leat E.:t.for
calJ.bration. An adapter was made to allow the l-lydran
monitor to be bolted to the gas,..tightcalibration
cpamber. A numl:>erof tests wore performed on tho
Hydran, which are listed In oxperiment 4.
Unfortunatoly the Hyd'l"unhad be rettll:ne<ibOfore more
e}{tensivetests could be completed.
onco the siogar sensor
aonsox was calibrated
using the calibration
pl:esentedin experimcmt 5.

was returned( the Sieger
with the 3 Figaro sensors,

chamber. 'l'hol"esults are



For the fi.nal set of experiments, it was decided to
adapt the experimental tank, so that oil samples could
be taken at the various ports. Port adapters were
manUfactured that allowed the gas-tight syringes to
take oil samples via a needle. This also allowed
calibration standard hydrogen gas to be injected in
the bottom of the tank. This eliminated another
unknown the total amount of hydrogen gas in the
tank. The Sieger sensor allo't'lSthe total amount. of
hydrogen gas in the air. space to be ascertained.
Unfortunately while the system allowed hydrogen gas to
be injected in the tank successfully, the oil samples
could not be taken successfully. The needle's internal
diameter was too small for the oil to be drawn. This
resulted in a large negative pressure on the oil
drawn, which effectively degassed the.oil. The easiest
solution was to use the Hydran. The Hydrah has a
sampling valve that can directly interface to the
syringe. Negotiations were entered in to borrow e
Hydran from ROTEK. After numerOUS promises, an unit
was supposed to be delivered, but withdrawn when a
fault occurred on a transformer that had to monitored.
It was decided again to lnake other adaptations that
allowed the syringes to draw an oil sample directly
from the ports. The syringes are screwed on the ports
via small taps. The results indicated that the
dissolVed hydrogen gas in the oil was not reaching the
ends of the ports. Again the port plugs were modified.
Small pipes to the middle of the.tank allowed the oil
to be sampled directly from the middle of the tank at
the various heights. These results are listed in
exper ime11t 6.

4



EXPERIMENT 1

2.1 TitlE:!
Tjme response and oomparison between sieger and Figaro
hydrogen sensors in air spa,oe above the oil in the
experimental 01'oontainer.

1. 1'0 check the time response.of the Sieger and the
Figaro hydrogen sensors mounted in the air space
above the oil When arcing occurs in the oil.

2. To Pl:Clvidea comparison between the Sieger I an
expensive pl:e-calibrated self~oontained hYdrogen
sensor (fuel cell type sensor), to the Figaro
(resistant element type sensor), a cheap
uncalibrated hydrogen sensor.

3,. TO calibrate the Figaro sensor, using the Sieger
sensor as a referenoe, assuming that the Sieger
sensor is acourate.
(Note The Figaro sensor is calibrated more
aCc1lratoly in later experiments.)

4. To compare the conoentration of hydrogen gas
dissolved in the oil at the bottom of the tank to
the hydrogen concentration in the air space as
measured by the Sieger in the air spaoe above the
oil.

5. To check \,lhetherthe hydrogen gas conoentration in
the air space is proportional to the time lengJch
of arcing in the oil.

2.3 Apparatus
1. Experimental CT tank.
2. Sieger sensor. (Has a built in 4~20 mA loop)

5



3. Figaro sensor in specially built on-line monitor
housing. Electronics convert the output to a 0-20
rnA loap.

4. Fluke data logger for recording of results from the
two sensors onto printed paper.

5. Partial discharge measur Lnq instrument.

6. Spark gap.

7. A 0 - 50kV supply.

8. Standard 15V power supply to power the sensors.

9. Sample vessels for oil samples.

2.4 Method

The spark gap is positioned right in the botto:m of the
tank. This allows a greater chance for the hydrogen to
mix in the oil. Also, this provides a worst case for
maa suz-Lnq the time response, of the hydrogen
concentration in the air space above the oil. The
spark gap is connected to a 0 - 50kv power supply. A
partial discharge monitor is also connected to this.

The Sieger Sen~or is bolted to the underside of the
tank's top lid. The Figaro sensor is contained inside
the purpOse built monitor housing. This is bolted to
the top port on the experimental CT tank. The CT tank
is :filled to 3/4 of its height with oil. This allows
the top POl:t to be part of the air space above the

The CT tank is sealed off to the outside ai~. The
current outputs of the sensors are 10nnected across
resistors to convert the output to a voltage that can
be read by the datalogger. The sensors are supplied Py
a standard 15V power supply.

The datalogger is typically prograpmed t~ read the
sensors every 30 to 60 seconds for the first hour, and
then every hour the:r.eafter. The sensor readings are



printed onto a paper strip as two voltages and a date
and time stamp. The sieger output is printed as 2 to
10V output which represents a 0 to 1000 ppm hydrogen
concentration. According to the manufacturer this is
accurate to within 5%. The Figaro output is printed as
a 0 to lOV reading inversely proportional to the
hydrogen concentration.

$OkV power supply is increased until arcing
is observed on the Partial Oischarge Monitor. The
arcing is then maintained for 20 to 60 seconds. The 0
to 50 kV power suppl} is then switched off and the
datalogger is started.

The o to

2.5 Results

15 tests were done over a period of two months. The
data has been tabled as the voltage readings from the
two sensors versus time.

The data has been cOl1Verted into four sets of tables.
Each table uses data from one or more particular tests
done. From these tables, graphs have been generated
that summarise useful information. The. tables are
listed below with an eXPlanatory caption, and the
graphs that have been generated :

Table 2.1 Table of Sieger and Figaro sensor
readings versus time. 'l'histable consists of tests
1,3,4,5,6,7,8 and 12. The other tests have been
excluded due to the lack of enough data points. The
following graphs have been generated:

Figure 2.1 Some tests of the
readings verSUs time. This graph
response of the Sieger sensor. This
results tram test 1,4,5,6,7 and 12.
Figure ~.2 Some tests of the
readings versus time. This graph
response of the Figaro sensor. This
results from test 1,4,5,7 and 12.

Sieger sensor
gives the time
graph uses the

Figaro sensor
gives the time
graph uses the

7



SmGER AND FIGARO SENSOR READINOS VFItSUS TIMe

TIME l1iST I rssra 'IT.st'4 TESTS TEST 6 tESr7 'rIiS1'B TEST 12
51.g" PI&",o Slctcr FI&"," Sieger Fig:lro Sieger Fig:t'~ 51,S" F,g.'l'. Sieger FI""o Sieger 1&"" SI'ger Figaro

(ill/nul .. ) (vOltJ) (voIU) (volll) (volu) (voIU) (v,lu) (volLll (vo111) (vo[u) (volu) (vol,,) (vol,,) (volu) (volu) (vol,,) (volu)

0 3.55 1.95 2.4B 9.49 2 9.8 3.8 7.7 J.4 &6 4.6 $.9 8 1 2.1 9.7
0.5 US '1.7 9,8 5 1.7 J.~ 8.6 $.$ M e I 3.l M
I 3.SS 3.3 9.1 SA 1.S 3.8 0.6 7.3 $.9 M I 4.1 9.S

1.5 ~.SS 3.6 9.$ $.4 7.2 4 as 7.4 $.6 . 8.> I
1 3.$5 4.1 9.2 S.S 6.9 4 [,,4 7.t $ 8.7 1 4.2 ~.3

2.S 3.SS 4.6 8.7 5.6 6.6 4 8.3 1 4.4 as M 4.·1 1!.8
3 3.$S 7.3 6.3 5,a 6.~ 4.1 8.1 7.1 ).8 a,s 0.9 4.7 B.S

3.S 3.55 5.3 a 4.2 8 7.3 ).4 8.8 0.8 4.9 8.1
4 J.SS 5,$ 7.5 I\Z 5.S 4.3 7.9 7.5 3.1 aa 0.8 s 7.8

4.5 3.SS 5.8 7.1 6.2 S.1 4.4 7.7 7.8 :1.7 8.8 aa 5.2 1.6
5 30SS 1.95 8.t6 3.19 6.3 4.7 4.4 7.6 7.~ '1.1 8.8 0,7 5.3 7.3

5.5 6.6 6.5 M 4.4 4.4 7.4 1.8 2.2 8.8 o.'i 5.4 7
6 3.6 7.9 8..12 2.44 6.S 6,1 6.6 4.1 4.4 7.~ 1.7 2 M 0.7 S.S (,,7

6.S 6.4 $.9 M 3.1 4.; 7.2 7.7 1.8 to8 0,7 5.6 M
7 3.75 7.81 8.51 1.9S 6.4 $.6 6.6 3.$ 4.5 7.1 7.1 1.7 $.6 6..

7.5 6.5 5.3 4,6 6.9 7.8 1.6 5.7 5.9
S M 7.65 aS6 1.1>1 6.6 5 6.7 3.1 4.6 6.8 7.8 I.S &8 0.6 5.7 5.1

8.5 6.7 4.8 4.6 6.7 7.9 M
9 4.05 7.46 Il.S9 lAS "G 4,5 6.8 2.8 4.6 6.6 7.3 1.4 $.8 !.J

10 4.25 7.2-1 8.61 l.31 M 41 6.9 2.$ 4.7 6.4 1.9 1.3 8.8 OJ $.9 5
11 4.4. 6.119 1l.6j 1.14 M 3,8 '.9 2.3 4.7 6.3 6 4.1
12 4.5S 6.n 8.~ 1.18 7 3.5 7 2.2 4.7 6.1
13 4.65 5.51 8.65 1.14 7 3.3 7 2.1 u
14 4.7S 6.33 7.1 3.2 7.1 2 4.8 5.6
IS 4.9 6.IS 8.6& 1.08 1.1 3 7.1 1.9 6.1 3.9
16 S 5.97 7.1 2.9 7.1 1,9
17 5.0$ 5.83 7.1 l'
18 $.IS 5.71 9.61 I.OS 7.1 La
\9 5.2 5.61 7.1 1.1
20 S.25 S.!2 7.1 '1.7 7.1 1.7 4.9 5.5 as (}.S 6.2 M
21 5.3 7.2 M
U 5.35 5.34 7.2 16
23 5.4 5.16 7.2 2.6
24 $.4 7.2 2.6
l.l SA 5.16 '.2 1.5 7.1 1.7 4.9 5.5 6.2 ).)
26 5.4$ 5 7.2 2.5
27 5.45 7.2 'l.S
28 5.45 1.2 '1.4
2~ 5.4$ 7.l 2.4
3a 5.$ 7.2. 14 7.1 1.7 , 4.9 S.~ 0.9 as ().! 6.1 3.1

35 5S 7.\ '1.4 7.1 1.6 4.9 504 1'.1 3.1
40 5.$ 4.9 7.1 1.6 4,8 5.4 8.S 0.5
41 SAl 7.1 1.6 aa 0.$
so SAl 7.1 1.6
55 $.4$ 8.S4 M8 7.1 1.6
60 7.1 1.6
6l 7 1.6
10
75
80
8S a1-1
90

120
ISO
180 4.1 $.6
alo
2~O
~70Joo
360 5,' ,;~

Tablfa 2 ft 1 Sieger anJ 'Figaro sensor readings vezaus
·time for v~riot..s tests
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Table 2.2 Table of the Figa:t:'osensor reading:.;.
versus the Sieger sensor readings for various tests.
FO:t:'all the tests, the hydrogen concentration
increases gradually fOr approximately an hour and then
drops slowly over a period of one to two days. only
the readings from the period when the hydrogen
conoentration is decreasing, are used to compare the
two sensorst as this minimises the time response
error. only tests 4,5,11,13,14 and 15 are used, as
these have enough suitable data.

Figure 2.3 The Figaro Sensor readings are
oompared to the Sieger senso:t:'readings for the
above mentiLoned tests. This graph uses data from
tests 4,0,11,14 and 15.

Table 2.3 Table of various gas ooncentrations in
the oil at the bottom of the CT tank versus hYd:t:'ogen
concentration in air space. These results were
obtained from GIO analysis of the oil $ampled at the
bottom of the tank. The hydrogen concentration in the
air space was obtained from the readings of the Sieger
Sensor. Oil samples were taken from the bottom of the
CT tank via the tap. The oil samples were taken during
tests 3,4,516,7 al'l.d8 of experiment 1.

Figure 2.4 Comparison between the hydrogen and
acetylene concentration in the oil at bottom Of
the tank, and the hydrogen concentration in the
air space. The data came from tests 3,4,5,6,7 and
$,

~able 2.4 'l'ableof maximum readings from Sieger
sensor Versus length of time of aroing. !'histabla
consists of data from tes'\':s4,516,7I a, 13,14 and 15.

l"igure 2.5
the. hydrogen
arci.ng. Uses
15.

Graph of the maximum readings from
sensor versus length of time of
data from tests 4,5,6,7,8,13,14 and
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Table 2.2 Figaro sensor readings versus the Sieger
sensor readings for various tests
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H2 H2 CHt C2H4 C2H6 C2H2 CO CO2 02- N2
«

ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm Pilm ppm

60 51 1 17 1 1 20 42S 26120 55160
175 fI; 1 9 0 :3 .5 200 25536 S09·U
115 0 1 8 0 4 6 194 23263 46781
2..13 16 2. 12 0 3 0 105 25316 52261
335 19 2 8 0 4 13 264 23768 49932
335 16 2 9 1 5 15 231 27291 63498
470 16 1 13 0 1 11 268 26951 57850
640 1 2- 10 I} 0 0 109' 2.4619 52298
150 16 2 9 1 7 15 2.1Z 24110 49464
830 13 1 11 0 6 15 311 27457 560%
12.00 183 66 185 14 989 27 232 24993 51618
12.CI{] 228 79 215 16 1058 34 349 26192 54158
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2.6 conclusions
The followi11g
results:

conclusions can be made from the

1. The sieger sensor responses to a fault in the
bottom of the tank within 1 minute, and reaches a
steady reading.within 15 minutes. (figul:"/.::!2.1)
2. The Figaro sensor responses to a fault in the
bottom of the t.:'lnkwithin 2 minutes f ana reaches a
st~ady reading within 20 minute$. (£igur~ 2.2)
3. Assuming the Sieger sensor is accurate, it can be
seen from figure 2.3 that the Figaro response is not
linear. There is also a spread in the reading. There
is approx-:l.matelya maximum of.a 125ppm spread for any
particular voltage reading.
3. From figure 2.4 it can b~ seen that the hydrogen
concentration in the air spa<'i':is not propol:tional to
the hydrogen concentration in the oil, but is
pl:oportional to the acetylene concentration in the
bottom of the oil. The acetylene dj solves relatively
easily in the oil compared to the hydrogen. When an
oil saml.le is taken, if the sampling tin is not
perfectly sealed, the hydrogen will escape. ! believe
that unr(~1iable sampling techniques account for ·the
erratic r~sultb for hydrogen concentration in the oil.
4. From figm:e 2.5 it can be cleal:lyseen that the
hydrogen concentration in the air space is
proportional to the d.ration ox the fault.

2.7 Reconunenda'tiohs
The following recommendations can be made:
1. Mounting a sensor in the ai~ space can be an
excellent method for detecting a fault in the oil for
small oil qllantities. The. hydrogen conoentration In
the air was proportional co the duration of the faults
in the oil.

1.8
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2. Both sensors provided good response times, the
Sieger sensor being a bit faster. Assuming that the
sieger sensor is accurate and repeatable (according to
the manufacturer's specifications), tpe Figaro sensor
is not suitable for accurate measurements. More tests,
independent of the Sieger Sensor should be dOhe. Note:
These tests were performed in experiment 3 (Chapter 4)
and exper~ment 5 (Chapter 6).
3. The sampling tins do not seem to provide accurate
results for hydrogen gas disf:.0lved in the. oU, an
accurate method shwuld be used for future experiments.
Note: Gas-tight syringes were used for future
experiments.
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3 EXPERIMENT 2

3.1 Title

Tests with on-line monitor and the Hydran on-line
monitor.

1. To chack whethAr tba self built on...1in¢.\monitor
detects any hydrCJgen disF'olved in the oil.

2. '.120 check whether the Hydran, a commercilll unit I

detects any hydrogen dissolved in the oil.

3.3 Apparatus

1. ~xparimental CT tank.

Figaro Sensor in 5pecially built on-line monitor
housing. Electro,nics convert the output to a 0-20
l11A loop.

3. Hydran on-line monitor.

4. Partial discharge measuring instrument.

5. Spark gap.

6. A 0 - 50kV supply.

7. Standard 15V power supply to power .:llesensorc.

8. Sie~er sensor

3.4 Method

The spark gap is positioned right at the bottom of the
tank. This allows a ~reater chanoe for the hydro~en to
mix in the oil.
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The spark gap is connected to a 0 - 50kV pOWer supply.
A partial discharge monito:':is also connected to this.
'rhe Sieger sensor is bolted to the bottom of the top
lid of the experiment tank.
'rho eT tank was filled to 4/5 thIs of its height with
oil. '1.'he oil covered the top port. Arcing was ariduced
in the oil and the response from the ~igaro sensor
noted. No significant change in output frolnthe Figaro
sensor Occurred. To cheek that the on-line monitor was
working, the Hydran was substituted.
The tank was then totally filled with oil. Thib WOUld
hopefully force the hydrogen 9as to mix more readily
with the oil. The tests were then repeated with the
on-line monitor and the Hydran.
The eT tank in sealed off to the outside air. The 0 to
SOkV power supply is increased until arcing is
observed on the Partial Discharge Monitor. The arcing
is then maintained for 1 to 2 minutes.

3.5 Results
No 'Jignj.ficant Change occurred in the outpUt from the
Figaro sensor and the Hydran for the first test. ~he
Sieger sensor indicate'; a hydroqen concentration in
the air space greater than lOOOppm. It is suspected
that the hydrogen was concentrating mainly in tho air
space abovo tho oil. To test this, tho transformer was
filled to the top with oil. ('rheSieger sensor is
romoved for thi~ toot.) ~9ain no change oceurred in
the roadin9$.

3.6 Conclusiol'Ul
1. ~ithor tho on..Urto monitor and the nyd.ran monitor
i.zas not oporat.ing corroctly r or the hydrogon in the
oil was not roaching tho ends of the ports.. Sinco both
monitors woro not operating correctly, it was
suspected. that tho hydrogen was not roaching the ends
of tho ports.
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3.7 Recommendations
1. Since the on-line monitor design is based on the
design of the H,yd,ran,and is a cheaper version of it,
the dydran should be tested more ful.1y in the
laboratory. This will ascertain whether the on-line
It\onitot"will operate correctly. Note: These tests we:ce
performed, and are described in Chapter 5.
2. Accurate oil samples ~ust be taken ~t the ends of
the ports to ascertain whether the hydrogen dissolved
in the oil is reaching the 011"'1lnamonitor or the
Hydran. Note: Chaptar 7 describas this e)lperiment.
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Calibration of Figaro sensors.

1. To oalibrate three different Figaro sensors.
2. To the check repeatability of the Figaro sensorS.
3. To oompare the three Figaro .!'lensors.

1. Gas-tight calibration chamber.

3. Three Figaro sensors.

4. Ultra stable 5V ~eforence·.
S. Standard 5V powa~ supply to power tho sensorG.
6. F1u11:0 data10ggar for t'aoordingro.$U1ts.
"I. Calibration standard hyarogon gas.

t.rho Figaro Gonsot"s are sealed in the gas--tight
calibration chamber. A standard power supply is used
to power tho heaters inside tho sonsors. An ultra
stablo SV is usoa as a referenCe for the resistor
clemant inside the sensor. The voltage developca
across this resistor clament. is monitored by tho
aataloggor.

.23



Various concentrations of hydrogen gas
into the chamber. ~he datalogger is
sample the outputs from the sensors
intervals for the first half hour,
every 5 minutes.

are introduced
programmed to
in 30 second

and thereafter

4.5 nesults

Seven tests have been conducted to date. The f.irst
four tests were for a hydrogen concentration of 500
ppm. The second three tests ''''ere-4>or a hydrogen
concentration of 100 ppm.
The results of tests 1 to 7 have been summarised in
Tablo 4.1.
A number of graphs have been generated from this data.
Note: In test 1 the Figaro sensors were cold. For tho
rest of the tests the sensors were allowed to reach
eguilibrium temperature.
The following graphs ~ave been gene~ated from the.test
1,2,3 and 4. The injected hydrogen quantity was 111\l..
This is eguivalent to a hydrogen concentration of
SOOppm. These graphs Show the repeatability of the
three I$ensors.

Figure 4.1 - Readings from Figaro sensor 1.
Figure 4.2 - Readings from Figaro senSOr 2.
Figure 4.3 ...Readings from 1"igarosensor :3.

The fallowing graphs have boen generated from tests
S/U and 7. Tho inje.oted hydrogen quantity is O.~ml
(100ppm). These 9l:'aphsshow the repe.atabilityof the
threo SOnSOl:~for this oono!lmtrationof hydrogen gas.

Figure 4.4 - Readings from Figaro sensor 1.
Figure 4.5 ...Rf.'.Iadingsfrom Figaro $onoor 2.
Fi~o 4.6 - Readings from Figaro sensor 3.
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The following graphs compares
two tests, both for a 500 and
hydrogen gas. These graph;
between the different sensors.

the 3 Figaro sensors for
100 ppm concentration of
~how the repeatability

Figure 4.7 Comparison betw'een the 3 Figaro
Sensors versus time, for a concentration of 500
ppm hydrogen .gas. 'l'hedata f:r:omtests 2 to 3 are
used.
Figure 4.8 comparison between the 3 Figaro
sensors versus time, for a concentration of 100
.rpm hydrogen gas. The data from tests 6 and 7 a:r.e
used.

The following gra.ph shows th.ediffe:u.·encefor each of
the three different sensors, for different hydrogen
concentrations. The data from tests ~ and 5 are used.

Figure 4~9 Figaro outputs versus time for 500
ppm and 100 ppm hydrogen concentrations.

t;. ••6 Conclusions

1. From figure 4.1, figure 4.2, figure 4.4 and
figure 4.5 it can 1:)eseen that Figaro sensor J. and
Figaro sensor 2 have good repeatability for tIH:~first
three tests. In the fourth test the readings are
totallY different. The sensors were cold at this
stage. This implies that the sensors are accurate only
if the sensors are allowed to reach an equilibrium
temperature.
2. From figure 4.3 it can be seen that the
repeatability of Figaro sensor 3 is poor for a 500ppm
concentration of hydrogen. Sensor 1 and 4 were ne.."
sensors when the above tests WeI'eperformed on them.
Sensor 3 had been used approximately for a year before
this. The results for figure 4.6 are better. This
implies 'chat possibly the accuracy of the Figaro
sensors deteriorate as they age.
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3. Figure 4.7 and figure 4.8 supports the above
ccnc Luai.ons, The repeatability of the individual
sensors are good. put the absolute readings for the
Figaro sensor 3 is totally different than for the
other two newer sensors. This implies that the
absolute accuracy deteriorates as the sensor ages.
4. To compare the three sensors from figure 4..9,
the differ(!:1ncesi!..the minimum O'ltputvoltage for each
sensor at the two different concentrations are taken.
For sensor 1 this is 1.5 volts, for sensor 2 thi5 is
0.75 volts and for sensor 3 this is 2.3 volts. This
implies that there is no consistent absolute accuracy
~or the sensors. This implies that the sensors will
have to be individually cali~rated for each
application.
5. In all the results the sensor readings reached a
minimum voltage after a minute or two/ after Which the
readin9s slowly increased. Unfortunately it can not be
ascertained \"hether this is part of the sensor
.rCH-'lpOnne1 or if the actual hydrogen concentra't:'.ion
decreases.

4.7 Recommendations
1. '.rheFigaro sensor is not suitable for accurate
readings.
2. If the Figaro sensor is used, the followil1g
precautions will have be taken:

Tho rOl.\c3,il'lgsfrom the Figaro sensor will be
totally inaccurate for approximatcly a half hOl.\r
after a power failurc, ie. until equilibrium
tcmpera.turo is reached..

Each sensor will have be individually calibrated
before US(~I and th",reafter at least once year.

S. Tho Siog'er sensor should be compared to ·tho.Figaro
sensors to seo whether the hydrogen concentration is
decreasing I or if the Figaro censer outputs c:hant;Jefor
a constant hydrogen ooncentration. Nato: Those
experiments were performed, an<.'lare described it1

Chapter G.
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5.1 Title

Laboratory tests on the performancG. of the Hydran.

5.2 PUrpose

1. Il'o check how the Hydran responds when lneasuring
hydrogen concentration in air.

2. To check how the Hydran responds when measuring
hydrogen concentr.ation in oil.

3. To quantify the affect of air bubbles in contact
with the membrane.

4. To quantify tho temperature effect on the Hydran
reading.

5.~ Apparatus
1. Gas...t:l.ghtcalibration chamber.
2. 1.0ml Gas..tight syring(;l..

3 • Hydran on"'line man!tor.
4. Magnotic stirrer.
5. Calibration standard hydrogen gas.

5.4 Method

The Hydrnn was bolted to the gas-tight chamb~r.
Hydrogen gas of various concentrations was introduced
into the chambor. The response of the Hydran was
noted at various time intervals.
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For the
container.
tests.

first
No

ten tests,
stirrer was

no oil was present in the
used for the first two

A further three tests,were conducted with the chambldr
filled with oil. A stirrer was used for these to mix
the hydrogen gas and the oil. The chamber was totally
filled with 0.:i.1. Great lengths were gone to ensure
that no air bubbles were left in the chamber that
t<'ouldaffect the results.
:tn the third test, air bubbles was introduced into the
chamber, and allowed to reach the membrane.
Finally the temperature effect on the Rydran reading
was noted.

5.S Results
In the first nine tests, 4.0ml hydrogen gas Was
injected into the gas-chamber. This is equivalent to a
co.ncentration of approximately 2000 ppm in the air.
Because the Hydran has been calibrated for hydrogen
gas dissolved in the oil, the Rydran should display a
reading of 2000 ppm X 0.006 Ostwald Solubility
Coefficient) = 112 ppm.
Figure 5.2 compares the actual readings of the
Hydraxito the theoretical readings for the Hydran.
In all the tests the reading rose by approximately
200ppm. This implies that the Hydran is overreading.
Good repeatability was demonstrated as long as the
temperature was held constant.
In th.e 10th test, 12.Oml hydrogen was introduced into
the chamber. The Rydran reached a maximum reactingof
500ppm.
In the last 3 tests, the chamber was filled '\Y'ithou.
First, 4. 5ml (equivalent to 22ooppm) of hydrogen,Was
injected into the chamber. Great diffioulty was
experiew..:edin properly r ixing the gas and the oil.
The Hydran displayed j.tf upper limit (appro::dmatuly
2SCOppm).
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The oil was replaced and then 2.0ml hydrogen gas
(lOOOppm) was injected into the oil. Again the Hydran
displayed 2S00ppm. This was repeated. The same
results occurred. After 4 hours the reading dropped to
650 ppm. When the container was shaken, so that
air/hydrogen bubbles reached the membrane, the reading
rose to 1355 ppm.

See table 5.1 and figure 5.1 for a summary of
these results.
Figure 5.2 compares the actual reading of the Rydran
monitor to the theoretical reading.

To test the effeot of air bubbles on the Hydran
reading, air bubbles Were introduced at the membrane.
For 0.5ml of air introduced, the display dropped from
1300ppm to 1130ppm.
For 1.0ml of a' 'ntroduced, the display dropped from
1300ppm to 915ppm. Clearly l,:heequilibrium conditions
at the membrane are very easily upset.

The caSe of the Hydran.sensor unit was heated up by 2
tq 3 degrees Celsius. In each case the temperature
rose by approximately 50 ppm.

5.6 conclusions

1. The Hydran' s repeatabili.t.y is good I but the
absolute accuracy waS totally out, aocording to
theoretical calculations. This implies that either
this partiCUlar Hyd~an is inaccurate and requires
proper laboratory calibration, or the Ostwald
coefficient value is wrong.
2. The Hydran is very temperature sensit.ive.
3. The Hydran reading is sensit.ive to the presence of
air bubbles.
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5.7 Recommendations

1. A number of Hydrans should be checked to see
whether the above results are consistent. This will
cOl"lfirmwhether the absoLutieinaccuracy of the above.
Hydran is typical.
2. The actual value of the ostwald solubility
coefficient should be checked for various oils. Does
this vary with agel amount of contaminants, and total
gas quantity dissolved in the oil?
3. An accurate on-line monitor cannot be based on the
membrane concept to separate the dissolved hydrogen
from the oil.
4. A method
hydrogen
more accurate assessment of the Hydran.

gas
of reliably mixing the oil and the
should be worked on. This will allow a
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6 EXPERIMENT 5

6. J. l.ritle

calibration of sieger
gas-tight chamber.

and Figaro sensors using

6.2 PUrpose

1. To calibrate the Figaro sensoxs.

2. To compare the three different Figaro sensors.

3. To calibrate the Sieger sensor.

4. To compare the Figaro sensors to the Sieger
sensor.

6.3 Apparatus

~. Gas-tight calibration chamber.

2. 1.OmI gas-tight syringe.

3. Three Figaro sensors.

4. Sieger Sensor,

5. Ultra stable 5V reference.

6. Standard 5V power supply to power the Sensors.

7. Fluke datalagger for recording results.

8. Calibration standard hydrogen gas.
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6.4 Method

~he three Figaro sensors are sealed in the gas-tight
calibration chamber. The sieger sensor is bolted to
the port on the chamber, A standard power supply is
used. to power the heaters inside the sensors. An ultra
stable 5V is used as a reference tor the resistor
element inside the sensor. The voltage developed
across this resistor element is monitored by the
datalogger. The 4...20mA output of the Sieger sensor is
converted into a 2-10V Signal, which is monitored by
the d.atalogger.
Various quantities of hydrogen gas is introduced into
the chamber. The gas is mixecJ.with the air inside the
chamber with a magnetic stirrer.
The datalogger is programmed to sample the outputs
from the sensors in 30 second intel;'valsfor the first
half hour, and.thereafter every 5 minutel':-.l.

6 •.::; n.esul.ts
The follOWing table havo been generated. With its
co:rrc!Spondil'lggraphs:
~able 6.1 Sieger and the 3 Figaro sensor outputs
ve~sus time for 0.5 ml injected hydrogen (equivalent
to 250 ppm hydrogen concentration). The results for
the Separate tests are given.

Figure 6.1 Sieger and the 3 Figaro sensors
outputs versus time for 0.5 ml injected hydrogen.
This figUre uses the data f.romtest 1.
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TEST 1 rEST 2
11M!: FIGl FIG2 FIG3 SIEG 1=1131 FIG:! FIGS alEa

rnlnuton voltn voM \lolta \lolto vollQ volta \10110 volts

a 5 6 5 2 5 5 5 2
so 3.5 3.1 4.3 2.2 5 (; 5 2
GO 3.7 aa 4.2 3 5 5 5 2
90 3.7 3.9 4.3 3.3 5 5 S 2
120 aa 4 4.3 3.3 37 3.S 4.4 2.1
160 0,6 4 4.3 3,3 3.6 3.6 4.2 3.2
180 4 4.1 4.3 3.2 3.5 3.6 4.2 3.4
210 4 4.2 4,3 aa 3,6 3.'( 4,1 3.5
240 4.1 4.2 4.3 3.1 3.6 3.7 4.1 3.5
270 4.1 4.2 4.3 3.1 3.6 3.0 41 3.4
$00 3.7 3.B 4.1 3.4
330 3.7 3.B 4.1 3.4
360 :)'1 3.(1 4.1 3.4
390 3.B 3.9 4.1 3.4
420 ~.6 3.9 4.1 3.3
460 3 3,2 3.5 3.4
460 3 3.3 M 4,2
$10 \} 3.3 3.'3 4.S
MO ;l.1 3.4 3,2 4,5
570 $.1 3,5 3.1 4.5
600 3.1 3.5 3.1 4,5
630 M 2.6 2.4 4.B
669 2,3 2.9 2.2 5.t)
690 2.3 2.0 2.1 5.7
720 2.3 3 2 6.7
750 2.3 3,1 2 1M
7BO 2.3 3.2 2 5.6
610 1.B 2.$ 1.1l 5.S
840 1.6 2.4 0.1 6.4
870 1.a 2.$ 0.1 (J.7
$00 Ul 2,6 0.1 6.7
9:)0 t.a 2,6 0.09 a.G
aGO ~ I) 2.7 O.OOs G.S
900 1.1 2 0.050 ae

1020 1.1 2 0,001 7.3
1050 1.1 1.0 0,064 7.4
1060 1.1 :M ceca 7,3
1110 1.1 2.1 0.OS4 7.3
1140 1.1 aa 0.050 7.3
1170 1.2 2,2 0055 7:;.
1200 U! 2.3 0.055 7,2
1230 12 24 0,056 7.1
1260 1.3 2,5 O,OGa 1
1320 U 2.0 O,OSO (1,1)
ISBO 1.4 2.0 005(1 6.7
lS00 Ui 3.1 0071 6.4

'.ra.blQG.1 Siogor and tile 3 Fi9~ro sonsot' outputs
versus time
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Figure 6.2 sieger and the 3 Figaro sensors
outputs- versus time for 0.5 ml injected hydrogan.
The hydrogen was injected at regular intervals, in
0.5 ml quantities. 11'11i9figure uses the data from
test 2.

Figura 6.3
sieyer sensor
calibration of

Twa
for
the

3 Figaro sensors versus the
test 2. This graph p:t:ovidesa
Figaro sensors, assuming the

Sjeger sensor is accurate.
FigtlX'a 6.4 l>!axin\umsieger readings versus
injected hydrogen concentration. This graph shows
the accuracy of the Sieger sensor.

6.6 Conclusions
.1. ll'igure 6.1 and figure 6.2 confirms that t:he
Fiqaro sonsors are not absolutely accurate. Each.one
will have to be individua.l1ycalibrated.
?. From figure 6.2 it can be s~en that as the
~ - ~~o sensor readings increase after reaching a
mi..J..iUulU,the Sieger sensors decrease. 130thsensors
therofore show that the actual hydrogen concel""-t'ation
is decreasing. ',['11is confirlllsth(;lprevious.results.
3• Figure 6.3 again shows that thOl::eis a lal"ge
spread in the Figaro sensor readings.
4. Fig-uro 6.4 shows that this particular sen.sor is
in.accurate. 'rhese resultill are cont!rr,u:,Y'to the
manuf<lcturor's ~pecifications. Presumably this is due
',,"0 the fact that the sensor unit was replaced looally I

and 110t calj,bratec.laccurately.
Note~ NUCOR is S. Af~icals largest user of the Sieger
sensors. They test all tbeir incoming Sieger SOnf;lOrs.
Their test results oonfirnl the manufaoturer Ia
specifications.
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6.7 Recommendations
1. The Figaro sensor is not suitable for an accurate
on-line monitor.
2. A few new Sieger sensors should be obtained, the
manufacturer's specifications checked. If these are
meet, the $.i.egersensor can be used in an on...line
monitor without calibration. Depending on the design
of the on-line monitor, there is the definite possibly
of manufacturing the monitors without requiring
calibration.
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7 EXPERIMENT s

7.J. Title

comparison betwee~ the hydrogen concentration in the
oil at different heights.

7.2 PUrpose

1. To check whether the position at which the oil is
sampled for hydrogen concentration is important.

7.3 Apparatus

:I.. Expel:imental CT tank.

2. Sieger Sensor. (Has a built in 4~20 mA loop)

3. Fluke datalogger for ~ecording of results from the
Sieger sensor orrcoprinted paper .•

4, Two looml gas...tight syringes :foroil sampling.

5. Sml gas-tight syringe to inject hYdrogen gas into
the experimental tank.

6. Calibration standard hydrogen gas.

7. standard 15V potoJersupply to power the sensors.

8. Sample vessels for oil samples.
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7.4 Method

All the ports are sealed with special Plugs. The top
and bottom ports use plugs with septas. The hydrogen
gas is injected into the bottom of the tank via the
septa. The middle two ports use modified plugs that
allow the gas-tight syringes to screw on via a tap •

.Teflon tape is used on all the screw t:.hreads.This
lJ.ows oil samples to be taken without any air being

su~ked into the oil sample.

The Sieger sensor is bolted to the underside of the
tank's top lid. The crr tank is filled to 3/4 of its
height with oil. This allows the top port to be part
of the air space above the oil. The CT tank is sealed
off to the outside air. The current output of the
Sieger sensor is connected across a resistor to
convert the output to a voltage that can be read by
the datalogger. The Sieger sensor is supplied by a
standard J.5Vpo,V'ersupply,

The datalogger is typically p:r:ogrammed to read the
sensors every 30 to 00 seconds fo'1::the first hour I and
then every hour thereafter. The sieger OUtput is
'~,:inted as 2 to lOV output. The F'igaro output is
printed as 0 t.o lOV reading inversely proportional. to
the hydrogen concentration.

Hydrogen concentration gas is injected into the bottom
of the tank. The tank is tilted until all the hydrogen
gas bubbles through to the top of the tan)', The
hydrogen gas concentration in the top of the tank is
monitored with the Sieger sensor. The experiment i~
left for the night. The next day two oil samples are
taken with the gas-tight syringes. Initially two oil
samples ~.,eretaken from the top mid<;11epI " The large
differenoe in the readings showed that \'~ledlssolved
hydrogen gas was not reaching the end of the ports.
This was repeated for another two tests. The two
middle ports were modified to allow the oil to be
sampled from the middJ.e of the tank.
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A thin pipe is jammed into the plug. This allows an
oil sample to be taken from the middle of the tank at
the different heights. The dead oil in the pipe is
discarded before the actual oil sample is taken. Two
tests were performed.

7.5 Results

For all three tests the acetylene concentration is
appro~imatelY the same, approximately 50ppm.
Incidentally this acetylene is from the previous
experiments when arcing was induced in the oil. In the
first test, the first oil sample contained 9ppm
hydrogen. The second oil samp Le contained 199ppm
hydrogen. In the second experiment both oil samples
contained approximately 12ppm hydrogen. In tIlethird
test no hydrogen gas was detected.
For the next two tests, the samples ~ere taken at
different heights. For the first test, one test
contatned too little gas from analysis. This was
obviously a problem with the degassing apparatus. ~he
second sample contained only 12ppm acetylene, at
variance with the above tests. This again i11dicated a
problem with the degassing apparatus.
In the second test, the first sample was contaminated
with air from the degassing apparatus. The salnple
could not be analysed. The second Sal,'l\plecontained
44ppm acetylene, Which corresponds to the above
samples. 'l'hisindicated that thj.ssample was Valid. No
hydrogen was detected!

7.G Conclusions

1. The first. three tests show that the dissolved
hydr("'lgengas was not reaching the end of the port.

2. Unfortunately not enough data are available from
the second two tests to make any conclusion::-.

7~7 Recommendations

1. MOre tests must.be done.
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CONCLUSIONS

8.1 Hydrogen sensors

1. Comparing the Sieger sensor and the Figaro sensor :

The sieger sensor is expensive at R3000 while the
Figaro sensor is cheap at lU30. The hydrogen cell used
by the Sieger sensor has to be replaced at a cost:<:>f
RiOOO.
The Sieger cell has a lifetime of approximately 3
years while the Figaro is supposed to have an
unlimited lifetime.
The Sieger cell is supposed to be a9proximately 5%
accurate, while the Figaro cell is totally inaccurate.
Each Figaro cell will have to be individually
calibrated before use, and probably once year
thereafter.
The Sieger cell is stable with temperature and ~ime
while the Figaro cell is totally inaccurate if the
equilibrium temperature is not reached.
T~e Sieger sensor has a built in 4 - 20 mA loop, and
therefore requires no signal conditioning electr<:>nios.
The Figaro Sensors require signal conditioning
electronics for converting the output of the cell to a
4 20 rnA loop. The electronics will cost
approximately R200.

2. Both sensors are therefore not suitable for a low
cost hydrogen on-line monitor «RoDDO). The initial
price of the Sieger Sensor is high, and requires
expensive hydrogen. cell replacelllents every 3 years.
The Fig"-lrosensor requires J,aboratory calibrat.ion
approximately every year. This cost, in man-hours,
coul.d be prohi.bi'tive if the monitor is far in the
field. Assuming that the monitor requires 2 hours for
removing from the tran former, 2 hours for laboratory
calibration, and 2 hours for installing, the cost
wOtlla. be approximately 6 x R50 = R300 + courier
service from the local region to E.I and back. Nohd
that this cost could easily exce~d the cost of
replacing the Sieger sensor cell, if the Sieger sensor
is used.
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3. If the cost of the on-line monitor is less of a
cOhsiderat,ionl the sieger sensor is the best choice.
The Figaro Sensor is not suitable for accurate
measurements, ahd will only be suitable for a go /
no-go type of monitor. Unfortunately this type of
monitor is not suitable for reliable on-line
monitl;lrinc:r.A monitor must rather give an alarm far an
user selectable increase in the hydrogen concentration
over a certain time.
Depending on the dssign of the llionitort using the
siager sensor has the potential of requiring no
calibration prior and durihg use on the transformer.
This implies that local manufacture of the instrument
i.st'easible.

8.2 Monitoring the hydrogen concentration in the
air space at' a transfo~er

1. This would be the ideal way of on-line monitoring
of current tral"lsformers.All the experirnentsperformed
showed fast and consistent ihcreases in the hydrogen
concentration in the air space of the experimental
tank. This method would be also cheap, becaUse no
apparatus is required for removing the dissolved
hydrogen gas from the oi3.• Unfortunately this method
oannot be implemented dUe to safety oonsiderations. No
lnodifioations can be made to the high voltage side of
the Current transformers. Also no laads can be taken
from the high vol'bageside to ground l.evel.The only
way that this mei..nl?dcan be implelllented,is if the
hydrogen monitor Ls designed into the current
transformers at manufacture.
2. This method could )::)eimplemented on high voltage
tra.nsformers. While not possessing the problems
assooiated with current transformers, more rosearoh
will have be conducted. If this does work, this would
be a very cheap method, relat.:!.veto the price of large
high voltage tran~formors, of monitoring high voltage
transformers.
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8.3 Membrane separa'tion of the dissolve.dhydrogen
gas from the oil

:I.. Using a melt1braneto separate the dissolved hydrogen
gas from the oil has a number of disadvantages. There
are tt-IOmethods of using the membrane. The one method
is to allow the hydrogen gas dissolved in the oil to
reach equilibrium with the hydl"ogen gas in the gas
ohamber on the other side of the membrane. This was
the method used in the hydrogen on-line monitor
designecl by Hitaohi.. The problem with this method is
that the time taken to reach equilibrium is
inordinately long 72 hours in the case of the
I{itachi on-line monitor. Also the temperature effect
on the rate of diffusion has to be taken in account.
The other methotl is UEH.:l the melltbranein such a way
that the hydrogen gas that diffuses through tho
membrane is less than the hydrogen gas used up by the
sensor. This is the methocl.used by the Hydran. This
method is very temporatul:'esensitive because the rate
of diffusion has an exponential rise for a temperature
rise.
2. It is very diffioult to obtain suitable membranes
in S.A. Eventually the membrane used in the designe.d
on-line monitor was specially manufactured by
El1qineering Inv<:astiqations Applied. Chemistry
depEu':tme(lt.UnfortUnately the oonsistC:!noybtd~Ween the
different m(;lmbranes made canncb be 'lu(lranteecl.'llhe
final on-line monitor will still requi:!:.·oa standard.
commercial mCli\\brane.for e.asy manufacture of the
ol"l-linemonitor.
:3. Tho membrana has to be in contact with movi11g' oil.
ThO experimental resul.tsclearly show that no roliable
J:Qsults can bo obtained from the on...line monitor if
tho monitor. is bolted to a port a slnalldistance from
the oil body,

8.4 Oil sampling techniqUes
1. Large problemg \-.'oro.o.nccmntoro.din taldng reliable
oil samples :forhydr.ogengas concentration. Acetylene,
and to a losoer d~groe '~ha other hydrocarbon gases I

are not very sonsit:tvt;)to '\:'.hosampling method.
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2. The gas-tight syringes proved reliable for oil
sampling. Unfortunately their cost I approximately
R550, rules out the possibility of using the syringes
for general oil sampling. The tin sample vessels used,
are probably still the most cost effeotive method for
general sampling. But the hydrogen gas level should
not be used to aSsess the condition of the
transformer. Acetylene i~ the best gas to check for,
but will not indicate inoreases in partial discharge
and other low level faults.
3. If any oil samples are taken, it is most important
that there are no air bubbles in the oil. This applies
equally to using the gas..tight syringes as to using
the standard sample tins. The hydrocarbo.n gases
dissolved in the oil to varying degrees diffuses into
any air bubbles in the oil. Most of the acetylene will
stay in the oil, while most of the hydrogen gas will
diffuse into the air bUbbles.

Ba5 Uydran on~line monitor
1.. The particular Hydran monitor that was tested was
inaccuratet despite electronic calibration pricr to
the experiments.
2. The Hydran is vary temperature sensitive. This was
confirmed by the Hydran reading on an actual
transformer in the field.
3. 'the Hydran is sensi'tiveto any air bubbles i1'1 the
oil in contact with the membrane.
4. The Uydran must be in cerrcact;with t;.hemain oil
body or in the stream of the oil flow :e~')rreliable
measurements. Th.e manUfacturers reoommendations on
this must be fOllowed.
5. The cost of the Uydran precludes wide usage on
current transformers.
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8.6 Effect of the height at which the monitor
is bolted on tIte transformer

1. The results indicate that no dissolved hydrogen gas
reaches the ends of the ports.
2. No conclusions can he made about the height at
which the sampling is done due to the lack of data.
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9 ~COMMENDATIONS

9.1 Hydrogen sensors
1. A number of Sieger sensors should be obtained, and
evaluated for aocuraoy and repeatability
2. If the sieger sensor confo:amsto the manufacturer's
speoifica·tions, it should be used for future designs
rathel'than the Figaro Sensor.

9.2 Monitoring the hydrogen concentration in the
air space of a transformer

1. Tests should be oonducted on the high.voltage
transformers to asoertain whether this method is
suitable for on"line monitoring. This will require an
aocurate on-line monitor to oompare the hydrogen
concentt'ation in the air space to the hY.:1 'ogen
concentration in thl:loil.

9.3 M~~rane separation of the dissolved hydrogen
gas from the oil

1. Alternative methods for separating the dissolved
hydrogen gas from the oil should be used fOr fUtUre
on~line monitor designs.
2. This lnethod must also be able to sample the oil
deep in the transformer for accurate on-line
monitoring.

9.4 oil sampling techniques
1. An
errors

experiment
due using

should be setup to try qUantify the
the standard sample vessels for the

various gases.
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2. This must be :repeatedusing the gas-tight syringes
to confirm whether the syringes are suitable for
accurate measurements. If the results are positive,
the syringes could be possibly used for strategic
transformers suspected of partial discharge activity.
3 • No air bubbles must be p:resant in the sample
vessels.

9.5 Hydra.u on-line monitor

1. A number of
accuracy using
oil.

Hydran monitors should be tested for
an known mixture of hydrogen gas and

2 • Any resul ts ta)cen must talce into account
temperature variations to prevent false alarms.

9.6 Effect of the height at which the monitor
is bolted on the transformer

..
1. The on...1ine monitor must not 1:>0 bolted on to a
transformer via a port. It should be in direct contact
with the mail"),body of the oil.
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